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ABSTRACT 

Today, the telecommunication business is highly competitive. Each 

corporation looks forward to build its core business competency through the use of 

telecom network technology to satisfy its customer needs. TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. 

benefits from the study the information and factors that influence the attitudes of 

corporate users toward its Freephone 1-800 service. This could help the company to 

improve its product and service as well as in running its business more effectively. 

The main objective of this study is to understand better the possible influence 

of marketing mix factors toward attitude of corporate users of TA Freephone 1-800 

service in manufacturing and service industries. The primary data was collected 

through 64 respondents who are TelecomAsia Freephone 1-800 service existing users 

of TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. The respondents consist of 44 users in manufacturing and 

20 in service industries. The descriptive and quantitative statistics are deployed to 

analyze the result. 

There are ten hypotheses in this study. Pearson con-elation coefficient is used 

to test the relationship between the marketing mix elements and corporate user 

attitudes toward TelecomAsia Freephone 1-800 service in manufacturing and service 

industries at 0.01 and 0.05 significant level of confidence. The result shows that there 

is a relationship between the overall marketing mix (Product, Price, Place, Promotion, 

Physical evidence, Process and People) and the attitude of corporate users toward 

TelecomAsia Freephone 1-800 service in manufacturing and service industries. 
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Resulting from the analysis, there are four main points that researcher would 

like to strongly recommend regarding the continuous improvement possibilities for 

TelecomAsia Co., Ltd .. They are Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People. 

Finally, TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. should closely keep in touch with customers to 

understand the changes of consumer behavior to improve and develop its products to 

meet customer satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER! 

GENERALITIES TO THE STUDY 

Background relating Freephone 1-800 service 

The dramatically changes in technology are taking place m the 

telecommunications market worldwide in all segments and throughout all regions, 

causing a significant increase in the demand for intelligent network (IN) equipment, 

software and services. The changes are the result of several factors, including 

deregulation and privatization, increased competition, standardization, technological 

im1ovation, market convergence, and customer-driven product and service 

development. The changes of the telecommunication market are creating a significant 

increasing in competitive environment for service providers resulting in increase in 

demand for IN platforms. (IDC Thailand, 2000) 

Service providers that deploy IN platforms will benefit by maintaining or 

improving their competitive position, deploying converged platforms that reduce 

costs, creating new revenue sources and complying with government regulations. 

The adoption of INs is being driven by their ability to allow 

telecommunications service providers to install and provide new services like voice 

mail, call routing service, single number services, calling name delivery service 

among many others. With INs service deployment, cost and time that market can 

reduce significantly including service customization become more efficient. 

TA Freephone 1-800 service is one of INs service that TelecomAsia has been 

launched in year 2000. TA Freephone 1-800 service is the service that allows the 

caller to make long distance calls free of charge while the receiving party is charged 

for the cost of such calls. 
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Though, the researcher who has been works at TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. in the 

marketing department. She has an inspiration and intention to study in depth the 

analysis of TA Freephone 1-800 service toward marketing mix elements. The result of 

this research will provide and generate information concerning target customer, 

marketing insights and general information for TelecomAsia to develop for better 

action plans. 

Thesis objectives 

For this study, the researcher is particularly interested in the formation and 

possible influence factors of attitude of corporate users toward TA Freephone 1-800 

service in manufacturing and service industry. The researcher conducted research 

based on the following objectives: 

1. To study the relationship between marketing mix elements and 

manufacturing industry's attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

2. To study the relationship between marketing mix elements and service 

industry's attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

3. To study the importance of marketing mix elements as perceived by the 

corporate users of TA Freephone 1-800 service in manufacturing and 

service industry. d 

4. To provide TelecomAsia with better understanding of its target market for 

TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

5. To generate information concerning general situation of TelecomAsia and 

market insights for TelecomAsia to develop its better action plans. 
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Statement of the Problems 

The establishment of Freephone 1-800 as a subsidiary of TelecomAsia in the 

new millennium was expected to herald a new era of improved efficiency and faster 

service creation of INs. The issues of marketing opportunities are not fully utilizing 

and operating efficiently to achieve the highest optimal capacity to satisfy both 

consumers and service providers. The primary drive for Freephone 1-800 service is 

coming from large and medium business demand to customize flexible services to 

serve their customers and employees better. Competition environments in this market 

are forcing TelecomAsia to look at how Freephone 1-800 service can give them a 

competitive advantage over their competitors. 

According to the above mentioned, market competition is intense identifying 

and understanding the possible influences of marketing mix elements and the attitude 

of each individual service industries could help TelecomAsia achieve the highest 

productivity as well as provide best services for its customers. 

Scope of the Study 

In spite of covering all both manufacturing and service industries. Only 44 

manufacturing and 20 service industries are under studied. These respondents are 

users ofTelecomAsia Freephone 1-800 service in Bangkok area. 

Significance of the Study 

To provide TelecomAsia infom1ation on its strengths and weakness in term of 

attitude for the company to adapt it's present and future marketing strategies. 
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Definition of terms 

Affective component means corporate feelings toward Freephone 1-800 service. 

Attitude means corporate overall evaluation in terms of satisfaction, feeling and 

intention to use that enables them to respond in consistently positive or negative way 

toward Freephone 1-800 service. 

Authorization Code I (AUTZ) - is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service which 

user can determine incoming call 4 digit code before call in. 

Behavioral component means corporate intention to use Freephone 1-800 service. 

Call Distribution (CD) is the service type of Freephone 1800 service which user can 

determine the incoming go to the destination by percentage. 

Call forwarding on Busy I no answer (CF) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 

service which can use in case of the destination number is busy or gets no answer the 

call will be forwarded to another number automatically. -
Call Limit I ( LIM ) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service which user can 

determine the amount of pick up calls at the same time. For example, determine 1-800 

number can pick up 5 calls from 120 fixed lines. 

Call Queuing /(QUE) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service which user can 

determine the number of queues when it not available. 

Cognitive component means corporate belief in Freephone 1-800 service. 

Command Routing /{CMDR) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service which 

user can determine the Freephone 1-800 feature up to 10 features. 

Corporate means the firm that uses TA Freephone 1-800 service in Bangkok area. 

Customer Profile Management /(CPM) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service 

which user can change the feature whenever they want. 
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Customer Service Center is the application of Freephone 1-800 service to make a call 

center. 

Freephone 1-800 service is the service that callers make long distance calls free of 

charge while receiving parties are charged for the cost of such calls. 

Intelligent Network (IN) An intelligent network is a service independent 

telecommunications network. 

Originate Call Screen /(OCS) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service which 

the originate number of users will be determined whether they could call in or not to 

1-800 number. For example, determine the users who use 077 code can call to 1-800 

number but users who use 076 cam1ot call. 

Originating Dependent Routing CORD) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service 

that incoming calls will be distributed to the originate number. For example, when 

caller call from Chum- porn province that 077 is a code, the call will be distribute to 

the long distance center in the area code 077. 

Originating User Prompt /(OUP) is the service type ofFreephone 1-800 service which 

provides users a sub menu for each branch. For example; 

1-800+2955+55 Press 1 contacts Ekamai branch 

Press 2 contacts Nonthaburi branch 

Press 3 contacts Charunsanitwong branch 

Remote Employee Access is the application of Freephone 1-800 service which 

provide the employee contact with the branch of firm. 

Telemarketing means the application of Freephone 1-800 service, that provides 

telesales. 

Teleordering means the application of Freephone 1-800 service, that provides call 

teleordering. 
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Time Dependent Routing (TDR) is the service type of Freephone 1-800 service, 

which the user can determine the outgoing call divided by day and time. 
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CHAPTER2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND STUDIES 

This chapter reviews the concepts and theories related to both dependent and 

independent variables that are relevant to building up a conceptual model. Including 

in the review are previous empirical researches. 

Concepts and Theories related to the Research 

This research concerns with many variables including attitude, knowledge 

about Freephone 1-800 service in the area of marketing mix. The concepts and 

theories of these variables are explained as follows. 

The first theory is the service theory. Since, TA Freephone 1-800 is the 

service product therefore it is necessary to know the nature of service product. 

What is a Service? 

The group of services is diverse yet represents only a fraction of the many 

different industries found in the service sector. Because of this diversity, services have 

traditionally been difficult to define. Complicating matters further is the fact that the 

way in which services are created and delivered to customers is often hard to grasp 

because many inputs and outputs are intangible. Most people have little difficultly 

defining manufacturing or mining or agriculture, but defining service can elude them. 

Here are two approaches that capture the essence: 

A service is an act or performance offered by one party to another. 

Although the process may be tied to a physical product, the 

perfo1mance is essentially intangible and does not normally result 

in ownership of any of the factors ofproduction.(Lovelock.,2001) 

Services are economic activities that create value and provide 

benefits for customers at specific times and places as a result of 
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bringing about desire change in or on behalf of the recipient of the 

service. (Lovelock.,2001) 

Service Product As Intangible Performances 

Although services often include tangible elements such as sleeping in a hotel 

bed, using the telecommunication service- the service performance itself is basically 

intangible. In services, the benefits come from the nature of the performance, which 

requires a different marketing emphasis from marketing tangible goods, including a 

need to employ tangible images and metaphors to demonstrate the competencies of 

the service firm and to illustrate the benefits resulting from service delivery. 

(Lovelock.,2001) 

Difficulty of Customer Evaluation 

Most physical goods tend to be relatively high in search properties, the 

characteristics of the product that a customer can detennine prior to purchasing it, 

such as color, style, shape, price, fit, feel , hardness, and smell. Other goods and some 

services, by contrast, may emphasize experience properties that can be discerned only 

after purchase or during consumption, such as taste, wearability, and ease of handling, 

quietness and personal treatment. Finally, there are credence properties -

characteristics that customers find hard to evaluate even after consumption. 

Service marketers can help customers overcome some of the unease that they 

feel before purchasing a service by helping them to match their needs to specific 

service features and educating them as to what to expect both during and after service 

delivery. A firn1 that develops a reputation for considerate and ethical treatment of its 

customers will gain the trust of its existing customers and benefit from positive word

of-month referrals. (Lovelock.,2001) 
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Understanding Customer Needs and Expectations 

Customers buy goods and services to meet specific needs, and they evaluate 

the outcomes of their purchases based on what they expect to receive. Needs are 

deeply rooted in people's unconscious minds and concern long-tenn existence and 

identity issues. When people feel a need, they are motivated to take action to fulfill it. 

(Lovelock.,2001) 

How Perceived Quality Relates to Satisfaction 

Satisfaction can be defined as an attitude like judgment following a purchase 

act or a series of consumer product interaction. Most studies are based on the theory 

that the confirmation or disconfirmation of preconsumption product standards is the 

essential determinant of satisfaction. So, in a service context, the model argues that 

customers have certain service standards in mind prior to consumption (their 

expectations), observe service performance and compare it with their standard, and 

then form satisfaction judgments based on this comparison. The resulting judgment is 

labeled negative disconfirrnation if the service is worse than expected, positive 

disconfirmation if better than expected, and simple confirmation if as expected. When 

there is substantial positive disconfirmation plus pleasure and an element of surprise, 

then customers are likely to be delighted.(Assael.,1995) 
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Figure 2.1: Benefits of Customer Satisfaction and Service Quality 

Insulates Customers 
From Competition 

Encourages Repeat 

Patronage and Loyalty 

Can Create Sustainable 
Advantage 

Enhances/Promotes 
--~-ositive Word of Mouth 

Reduces Failure Costs 
Attracting 

/ 
Lowers Costs of 
New Customers 

Source: C. H. Lovelock, P.G. Patterson, and R.H. Waller, Service Marketing: Australia and 
New Zealand (Sydney: Prentice Hall, 1998), 119. 

Marketing Mix in Service Industry \JERS/ 
The Eight components of integrated Service Management 

When discussing strategies to market manufactured goods, marketers usually 

address four basic strategic elements: product, price, place (or distribution), and 

promotion (or communication). Collectively, these categories are often referred to as 

the 4Ps of the marketing mix. (E. Jerome McCarthy.,1960). However, the distinctive 

nature of service performances, especially such aspect as customer involvement in 

production and the importance of the time factor, requires that other strategic 

elements be included. To capture the nature of this challenge, we will be using the 8Ps 

model of integrated service management, developed by Bernard H. Booms and May 

J. Bitner which highlights the strategic decision variables facing managers of service 

organizations. (Bernard H. Booms and Mary J. Bitner.,1981) 

Product Elements. Managers must select the features of both the core product (either 

a good or service) and the bundle of supplementary service elements surrounding it, 

with reference to the benefits desired by customers and how well competing products 

perform. In short, they must be attentive to all aspects of the service performance that 

have the potential to create value for customers. 

10 
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Place, Cyberspace, and Time. Delivering product elements to customers involves 

decisions on the place and time of delivery as well as on the methods and channels 

employed. Delivery may involve physical or electronic distribution channels (or 

both), depending on the nature of the service being provided. Use of messaging 

services and the Internet allows information based services to be delivered in 

cyberspace for retrieval by telephone or computer wherever and whenever it suits the 

customer. Firms may deliver service directly to customers or through intermediary 

organizations, such as retail outlets that receive a fee or percentage of the selling price 

to perform certain tasks associated with sales, service, and customer contact. Speed 

and convenience of place and time for the customer are becoming important 

determinants in service delivery strategy. 

Process. Creating and delivering product elements to customers requires the design 

and implementation of effective processes that describe the method and sequence of 

actions in which service operating system work. Badly designed processes are likely 

to annoy customers when the latter experience slow, bureaucratic, and ineffective 

service delivery. Similarly, poor processes make it difficult for frontline staff to do 

their jobs well, result in low productivity, and increase the likelihood of service 

failures. 

Productivity and Quality. These elements, often treated separately, should be treated 

strategically as interrelated. No service firm can afford to address either element in 

isolation. Productivity relates to how inputs are transformed into outputs that are 

valued by customers, whereas quality refer to the degree to which a service satisfies 

customers by meeting their needs, wants, and expectations. Improving productivity is 

essential to keep costs under control, but managers must beware of making 

inappropriate cuts in service levels that are presented by customers (and perhaps by 

11 



employees, too) Service quality, as defined by customers, is essential for product 

differentiation and building customer loyalty. 

People. Many services depend on direct, personal interaction between customers and 

a firm's employees (such as getting a haircut or eating at a restaurant). The nature of 

these interactions strongly influences the customer's perceptions of service quality. 

(Michael D. Hartline and O.C.Ferrell. , 1996p.52-70.) Customer will often judge the 

quality of the service they receive based on their assessment of the people providing 

that service. They may also make judgment about other customers they encounter. 

Successful service firms devote significant effort to recruiting, training, and 

motivating their personnel. Firms often seek to manage customer behavior. 

Promotion and Education. No marketing programs can succeed without effective 

communications. This component plays three vital roles: providing needed 

information and advice, persuading target customers of the merits of a specific 

product, and encouraging them to take action at specific times. In service marketing, 

much communication is educational in nature, especially for new customers. 

Company may teach these customers about the benefit of the service, as well as where 

and when to obtain it, and provide instruction on how to participate in service 

processes. 

Physical Evidence. The appearance of building, landscaping, vehicles, interior 

furnishing, equipment, staff members, signs, printed materials and other visible cues 

all provide tangible evidence of a firm's service quality. Service firms need to manage 

physical evidence carefully, because it can have a profound impact on customers' 

impressions. In services with few tangible elements, such as insurance, advertising is 

often employed to create meaningful symbols. 

12 



Price and Other User Costs. This component addresses management of the 

expenditures and other outlays incuned by customers in obtaining benefits from the 

service product. Responsibilities are not limited to the traditional pricing tasks of 

establishing the selling price to customers, setting trade margins, and establishing 

credit terms. Service managers also recognize and, where practical, seek to minimize 

other burdens that customers may bear in purchasing and using a service, including 

time, mental and physical effo1i, and unpleasant sensory experiences, such as noises 

and smells. 

The 7Ps of Service Marketing Mix 'JERS/ 
The basic 4P's of marketing mix seems not covering enough when applied 

to service product. The marketing of services has to include other special 

characteristics such as: 

Intangibility; services cannot be touched or stocked. They are to be 

experienced. 

Inseparability; production, consumption and distribution are 

simultaneous. 'Production' staffs are also the customer contact. 

Variability; quality is variable and customers tend to use price as 

an indicator of quality. ~ 

Perceived Risk; customers are less easily convinced of reliability 

than with a tangible product.(Dibb&Simkin,1994) 

13 



Product 

A product is anything that can be offered to a market for attention, acquisition, 

use or consumption and that might satisfy a want or need (Kotler, 1997). Products that 

are marketed include physical goods, services, person, distribution, organization, and 

ideas (Kotler and Amstrong. 1997). Kotler and Amstrong (1997) mentioned each 

product item offered to customers can be viewed on three levels and each level adds 

more customer value. The most basic level is the core product, which addresses the 

question what the buyer really want to buy? It consists of the problem solving services 

or core benefits that consumers seek when they buy a product. Thus, when designing 

products, marketers must first design the core benefits the product that will provide to 

consumers. The second level is the actual product. Actual products may have as many 

as five characteristics: a quality level, features, design, a brand name, and packaging. 

The last is augmented product. It offers additional consumer service and benefits such 

as after sales service, warranty, installation, delivery and credit etc. To customer, all 

of these augmentations become an important part of the total product. 

Assael (1993) states that a product is composed of intangible benefits as well 

as tangible characteristics. As a result, a product is defined as a bundle of attributes 

and benefits designed to satisfy customer needs. The fact that consumers seek 

different benefits means that they will see product differently. Therefore, a product is 

not a uniform, well-defined entity. The definition of product cites three of its 

components: the benefits it convey, its attributes, and its support services. The 

benefits of the product those characteristics consumers see as potentially meeting their 

needs or saying that product benefits identify the core product, because benefits 

determine whether the consumer buys it. Product attributes identify the tangible 

product or actual product coming from desired benefits. Product attributes not only 
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include physical characteristics, they are also represented by the package and the 

brand name. The third element of a product is post-sale support. Many products are 

purchased on credit. Purchases also sometimes include delivery, installation, 

warrantees, and service. A product that includes post sales support features is refen-ed 

to as an augmented product. The augmented product is particularly important in 

industrial marketing, because many industrial products require post sale support. 

Price 

Price is the amount of money charged for a product or service. More broadly, 

price is the sum of the values that consumers exchange for the benefits of having or 

using the product or service (Kotler and Amstrong, 1997). Price is the only one of the 

4Ps that produces revenue. Historically, price has been the major factor affecting 

buyer choice. This is still true in poorer nation, and with commodity products. Thus, 

when setting prices, the company must consider consumer perceptions of price and 

how these perceptions affect consumers' buying decisions. The different perception in 

product or service quality lead to different identifying processes. On the other hand, 

price itself is a strong indicator of quality in people's minds particularly in the 

absence of other data (Munroe, 1976). Moreover, Walters and Bergiel (1989) stated 

price infom1ation supplied by business persuade to the extent that they reflect product 

quality. Buyers rely on price to guide purchases, but price also conveys the social 

worth of products to people. Price exe1is psychological influence on consumers 

because it appears to the emotions. Consumers as indicating a great quality difference 

in the two products may perceive a slightly lower price than a competitor's. This 

response could be the deciding factor in the purchase. Low prices may be influential 

in causing poor people to purchase or those who are socially conscious. The 
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emotional response to affordability may cause one to overlook quality considerations 

related to the purchase. 

Hawkins, Best & Coney (1994,p.15) mentioned that price is the amount of 

money one must pay to obtain the right to use the product. Economists often assume 

that lower prices for the same product will result in more sales than higher prices. 

However, price sometimes serves as a signal of quality. A product priced too low 

might be perceived as having low quality. Therefore, setting a price requires a through 

understanding of the symbolic role that price plays for the product and target market 

in question. 

Distribution 

Distribution channel is a set of interdependent organizations involved in the 

process of making a product or service available for use or consumption (Kotler, 

1997). A marketing channel performs the work of moving goods from producers to 

consumers. It overcomes the time, place, and possession gaps that separate goods and 

services form those who need or want them. (Kotler and Amstrong, 1997). Marketing 

channel involves transportation and storing goods, acquiring and using funds to cover 

the costs of the channel work, and assuming the risks of carrying out the channels 

work (Hutchison E., 1987). Marketing channel plays a role in developing and 

spreading persuasive communications about an offer and finding and communicating 

with prospective buyers. Marketing chaimel helps marketers to shape and fit the offer 

to the buyer's needs and reach an agreement on price and other terms of the offer so 

that ownership or possession can be transferred. 

Walters and Bergiel (1989) mentioned that the marketing cham1el is important 

to consumers because it determines the conditions under which the consumer must 

shop. One important benefit of channel operations is to adjust, in the mind of 
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consumers, the total product more nearly to consumers wants. Another benefit of 

channels is to adjust the total cost of the product. The ability to communicate store 

personality makes a substantial contribution to customer convenience during the 

search for infonnation. Marketing cha1mel also provide psychic satisfaction. Some 

effects of store operations on consumers caimot be explained by any specific actions 

taken by the finn. The shopper may just feel comfo11able in the store. We refer to this 

as psychic satisfaction. Psychic satisfaction experience during the consumer's search. 

Boone and Kurtz (1992) suggested distribution channels for services are largely due 

to the intangibility of services. The service marketer is less concerned with storage, 

transpo1iing, and inventory control and typically employs shorter channels of 

distribution. Another consideration is the need for continuing personal relationships 

between perfo1ms and users of money services. Consumers will remain clients of the 

same insurance agents, banks, or travel agents if they are reasonably satisfied. 

Promotion 

Promotion is any fonn of info1mation, persuading, or reminding potential 

customers about the finn or its products and services (Walters and Bergiel, 1989). 

Promotion involves any technique, under the control of a seller that can communicate 

favorable, persuasive information about that seller's product to potential buyers, either 

directly or through others who can influence purchase decisions. The two main 

purposes in doing promotional business are to change attitude and behavior and to 

strengthen the loyal customers to keep on doing what they are doing. After a company 

has designed a product and offer to match the wants of its target market segment, it 

needs to communicate this offer to buyers and persuade them to try it. Promotion is 

typically designed to induce consumers to purchase the firm's product because 

consumers have a wide selection of products within most product categories. There 
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are four main tools, which may be used to achieve these goals advertising, personal 

selling, sales promotion, and public relations. 

Personal selling is a form of person-to-person communication in which a seller 

attempts to persuade prospective buyers to purchase the company's products or 

services but nowadays increasingly telephone sales and other forms of electronic 

communication are being used (Shimp A., 1997). 

Advertising involves either mass communication via newspapers, Magazines, 

radio, television, and other media such as billboards or direct communication that is 

pinpointed to each business-to-business customer or ultimate consumer (Shimp A., 

1997). 

Sales promotion consists of all marketing activities that attempt to stimulate 

quick buyer action, or immediate sales of a product (Shimp A., 1997). In comparison, 

advertising is designed to accomplish other objectives, such creating brand awareness 

and influencing customer attitudes. Sales promotions are directed both at the trade 

(wholesaler and retailers) and consumers. 

Publicity, like advertising, describes non-personal communication to a 

mass audience; but unlike advertising, the sponsoring company does not pay for 

advertising time or space (Shimp A., 1997). Publicity usually assumes the form of 

news items or editorial comments about a company's products or services. 

To address the special difficulties of services marketing 3 more 'Ps' can 

be added in the marketing mix: 

People. Staff selection, motivation and particularly customer care training are critical. 

Physical Evidence. The decor and ambience are very much part of the product offer 

as are customer testimonials and celebrity endorsement. 
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Process. The efficiency of the process is what provides the benefits for the customer. 

Efficiency can be monitored by measures of performance, e.g. based on satisfaction 

questionnaires and 'mystery customer' surveys. (Dibb and Simkin, 1994). 

Sandra Luxton (2001) stated that services often require a different 

marketing strategy because of the characteristics, which make them distinct from 

products. In order to manage these characteristics, service marketers developed the 7P 

fran1ework. As well as the original four P's, product, price, place and promotion, 

which still apply to services, the extra 3P's, are people, process management and 

physical evidence have been to the marketing strategy. These 3 groups need to be 

managed in order to deliver a quality service that will satisfy customer needs. 

People are customers of the organization as well as the service personnel and other 

customers. 

Process Management is how the service is delivered to the customer. Process 

management is making sure that all this happens effectively and efficiently. 

Physical evidence is what the customer can sense physically that contributes to their 

perception of the service. Physical evidence comes in two kinds, essential and 

peripheral. Essential is that evidence you cannot do without for the service to take 

place and peripheral evidence refers to anything else consumers will view and 

evaluate as part of the service quality. 

According to theories, which are service, theory and marketing mix 

theory. Service is the intangible product. There are many different tangible product 

forms such as the characteristic of product or the strategy. As usual, both tangible and 

intangible product must be having a strategy element. In tangible products, marketer 

usually addresses four basics strategy elements. Lovelock said that strategies elements 
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or marketing mix for service products would be using the 8Ps model of intergraded 

service management. 

Another author stated that strategies elements or marketing mix for 

service products would be using the 7Ps model. TA Freephone 1-800 service is a 

intangible service, this study of the attitude of using TA Freephone 1-800 service 

toward marketing mix. It is very useful to use 7Ps strategy model to analyze TA 

Freephone 1-800 service. To use 7Ps model of service management is a way to 

conceptualize the business, define business strategy and format competitive analyses. 

The three additional Ps broaden management's perspective toward what they are 

setting and how they want to delivery goods and service. To use 7Ps analyze the 

attitude of corporate user toward TA Freephone 1-800 service can form and know the 

implication of this service. Then, it will be reach the researcher objectives of this 

study. 

Attitudes 

Definition of Attitudes 

Hoyer & Macinnis(1984) define, An attitude is a "relatively global and 

enduring evaluation of an object, issue, person," or action. Attitudes are overall 

evaluations that express how much we like or dislike an object or an action. Attitudes 

are learned, and they tend to persist over time. Attitudes reflect the overall evaluation 

of how much we like the concept based on the set of associations linked to it, we also 

have attitudes toward brands, product categories, ads, people, countries, types of 

stores, and activities. 
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Zimbardo & Leippe (1991 ), attitudes, is an evaluative disposition toward some 

object based upon cognitions, affective reactions, behavioral intentions, and past 

behaviors ... that can influence cognitions, affective responses, and future intentions 

and behaviors. 

Jagdish N. Sheth, Bonwari Mittal, and Bruce I. Newmen (1999), attitudes are 

consistent inclinations- whether favorable or unfavorable that people hold toward 

products, services, people, place, or events. They can be more formally defined as 

learned predispositions to respond in a consistent manner in respect to a given object. 

Rachelle ( 1998), an attitude is an evaluative reaction toward a person or thing. 

Because it composed of affective, behavioral, and cognitive dimensions, an attitude is 

an efficient means of assessing one's environment. Attitudes have also proven to be 

useful constructs for psychological investigation, and have been a key component in 

social psychological research. -,... 
Source of Attitudes ~ 

Jagdish N. Sheth, Bonwari Mittal, and Bruce I. Newmen, (1999) said that 

there are three major sources of forming attitudes, they are personal experience with 

objects, social interaction, and exposure to mass media. 

Personal Experience with Objects: We constantly touch, taste, feel, try on , or 

examine objects we encounter. Asked on this contact, we evaluate objects in our 

environment and fom1 attitudes toward them. Marketers induce trials so that we can 

experience products and their benefits firsthand before purchasing them. 

Social Interaction: People tend to acquire attitude through social interaction, like 

family members, friends, neighbors, and colleagues. Social groups, peer groups, and 

work groups are also influential in molding a wide range of product and service 
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related attitudes. Many young people today choose to get a tattoo or have their body 

pierced mainly to fit into and gain acceptance by their peer group. 

Exposure to Mass Media: No one has ever been exposed to so much information as 

the present generation. The multitude of broadcast and cable networks, radio stations, 

computer networks, newspapers, magazines, telephones, faxes, and mail services have 

exposed us all to amounts of information no one ever thought possible. Events in 

other parts of the world are immediately communicated around the globe. With such 

an outpouring of information, the influence of mass media on attitude formation and 

change cannot be underestimated. Most products today have become equally 

universal; they are found in just about every country. 

Structural Models of Attitudes 

There are many structural models of attitudes such as single component of 

attitude (Engel & Blackwell, 1993), three components of a attitudes (Engel & 

Blackwell, 1993), and multiattribute attitude models (Engel & Blackwell, 1993). Each 

model has its characteristic for measuring consumer's attitude toward product or 

brand. In this research, the researcher selected three components of attitudes as a 

structural model of attitudes for measuring corporate user's attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service. 

Three Components of Attitudes 

Attitudes have traditionally been viewed as consisting of three components: 

cognitive, affective, and conative. A person's beliefs about some attitude object reside 

within the cognitive component. The affective component represents a person's like 

or dislike of the attitude object. The conative component refers to the person's action 

or behavioral tendencies toward the attitude object (James F. Engle, Roger D. 

Blackwell and Paulw. Miniard, 1993,p.322). 
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Figure 2.2: The components of attitudes 

Stimuli: 
Beliefs about specific attribute or 

Products, Cognitive overall object 

situations, type 

of indust1y, 

user 

background Emotions or feelings about specific Overall 
attributes or overall object Altitudes. 

knowledge and Affective 

other attitude 

objects. ., 
Behavioral intentions with respect 
to specific attribute or overall 

Behavioral o~ject 

-
Source: Adapted from Dell. Hawkins, Roger J. Best and Kenneth A. Coney: 

1994,p.356 

Cognitive component 

The cognitive component consists of a consumer's beliefs about an object. It is 

important to keep in mind that beliefs need not be conect or true. The more positive 

beliefs are associated with a brand and the more positive each belief is, the more 

favorable the overall cognitive component is presumed to be (Del I. Hawkins, Roger 

J. Best and Kenneth A. Coney: 1994). 

John C. Mowen and Michele Minor (1998) explained that consumer beliefs 

are all knowledge a consumer has and all the inferences a consumer makes about 

objects, their attributes, and their benefits. Objects are the products, people, 

companies, and things about which people hold beliefs and attitudes. Attributes are 
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the characteristics or features that an object may or may not have. Two broad classes 

of attributes have been identified. Intrinsic attributes are those that pertain to the 

actual quality of a product, while extrinsic attributes are those that apply to external 

aspects of the product, such as its brand name, packaging, and labeling. Finally, 

benefits are the positive outcomes that attributes provide to the consumer. 

Affective component 

Affective includes feeling or emotional reaction to an object represents the 

affective component of an attitude. A consumer who state, "I like ... " is expressing the 

results of an emotional or affective evaluation of this brand. These attitude statements 

imply an overall evaluation of the product (Del I. Hawkins, Roger J. Best and 

Kenneth A. Coney: 1994 ). 

Behavioral component (Conative) 

The behavioral component of an attitude is one's tendency to respond in a 

certain manner toward an object or activity. ·A series of decisions to purchase or not 

purchase or to recommend it or other brands to friends would reflect the behavioral 

component of an attitude (Del I. Hawkins, Roger J. Best and Kenneth A. Coney 

1994). 

Jagdish N. Sheth, Bonwari Mittal~ and Bruce I. Newmen (1999), the 

traditional model of attitudes, called the tricomponent model, expresses this 

interrelationship and posits that attitudes consist of three components: cognitive, 

affective, and behavioral or conative. A schematic diagram of the traditional model of 

attitudes appears in Figure2.3 
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Figure2.3: Schematic conception of attitudes; The Traditional Model 

Cognitive Component 

(Knowledge, opinions, 

faith, and values) 

Behavioral 

Component 

(Action Tendency) 

Affective 

Component 

(Feeling of Like 

or dislike) 

Source: Jagdish N. Sheth, Bonwari Mittal, and Bruce I. Newmen(1999) ) , the 

traditional model of attitudes, called the tricomponent model. 

Cognitive Component 

The cognitive component is what we think we know about an attitude object. 

Attitudes are beliefs could be based on knowledge, opinion, faith, or value systems. 

Affective Component 

The affective component of an attitude includes feelings of like or dislike, 

representing our reaction to the cognitive aspect of the attitude. 

Behavioral or Conative Component 

The behavioral or conative component of an attitude represents our tendency 

to response in a certain way, as an expression of the favorable or unfavorable feelings 

formed earlier. The behavioral component may take the form of overt behavior. 
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Component consistency 

Figure2.4 illustrates a critical aspect of attitudes; all three components tend to 

be consistent. This means that a change in one attitude component tends to produce 

related changes in the other components. This tendency is the basis for a substantial 

amount of marketing strategy. 

Figure 2.4: Attitude Component Consistency 

Cognitive 
Component 
(Beliefs) 

The Importance of Attitudes 

Overall 
Attitudes 

Affective 
component 
(Feeling) 

Behavioral 
component 
(Response 
tendencies) 

Attitudes are important because they serve functions. They (1) guide our 

thoughts (the cognitive function), (2) influence our feelings (the affecting function), 

and (3) affect our behavior (the conative function).(Hoyer Wayne D,1984) 

The Characteristics of Attitudes 

Attitudes can be described in terms of five main characteristics. Attitudes can 

be described in term of their favorability how much we like or dislike an attitude 

object. However, several additional characteristics can also be used to describe 

attitudes. One is attitude accessibility. An accessible attitude is one that can be easily 

and readily retrieved from memory. Attitudes can be described in term of their 

attitude confidence or strength as well. Attitudes may also vary in their persistence 
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or endurance. Finally, attitudes can be described m term of their resistance to 

subsequent change. (Hoyer Wayne D, 1984) 

When do attitudes predict behavior? 

The marketers are interested not only in how attitudes are formed and can be 

changed but also in knowing whether, when, and why attitudes will predict behavior. 

Therefore, it is also useful to consider what affects the attitude behavior relationship. 

1. Level of Involvement/Elaboration. Attitudes are more likely to predict 

behavior when cognitive involvement is high and consumers elaborate or think 

extensively about the information that gives rise to their attitudes. 

2. Knowledge and Experience. Attitudes are more likely to be strongly held and 

predictive of behavior when the consumer is knowledgeable about or 

experienced with the object of the attitude (i.e., has high ability). 

3. Accessibility of Attitudes. Attitudes are more strongly related to behavior when 

they are accessible or "top-of-mind." Conversely, if an attitude cannot be 

easily remembered, it will have little effect on behavior. Direct experience 

(product usage) generally increases attitude accessibility for attributes that 

must be experienced (e.g., tasted, touched), whereas advertising can produce 

accessible attitudes for search attributes (e.g. price, ingredients, etc.), 

especially when there are high levels of repetition. 

4. Attitude Confidence. Confidence tends to be stronger when the attitude is 

based on either a greater amount of information or on more trustworthy 

information. And when we are confident, our attitudes are more likely to 

predict our behaviors. 

5. Specificity of Attitudes. Attitudes tend to be good predictors of behavior when 

we are very specific about the behavior that they are trying to predict. 
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6. Situational Factors. Intervening situational factors can also prevent a 

behavior from being performed and can thus weaken the attitude-behavior 

relationship. 

7. Normative Factr- ·'Jnnative factors are also likely to affect the attitude-

,, lf1 l;h 4:i 7 } ·1e normative beliefs and motivation to comply will 
bV)- i 

n~f\ ~ 
~ V\ I 

,._, .f.\ 

toov 
\ 

vior relationship. 

;n personality types are more likely to exhibit 

.adonships. Individuals who really like to think 

-· evidence stronger attitude behavior relationships because their 

~·Litudes will be based on high elaboration thinking. Also, people who are 

guided more by their own internal dispositions (called low self-monitors) are 

more consistent attitude behavior relationship. People who are guided by the 

views and behaviors of others (called high self-monitors), on the other hand, 

try to change their behavior to adapt to every unique situation. Thus, a high 

self-monitor might choose a different beer depending on the situation; a low 

self-monitor would choose the same beer regardless of the circumstances. 

(Fishbien Martin, 1967) 

Attitude Change Strategies 

Marketers use a number of strategies that stem from the information 

processing model in order to change consumer attitudes. These include making direct 

comparisons against competitive brands, highlighting present brand attributes, adding 

new attributes, providing knowledge of alternatives or consequences, and changing 

the relative values of brand attributes.(Hawkins Del & Coney, 1995) 
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Making Comparisons Against Competition 

The comparison strategy attempts to change beliefs about the company's 

products in relation to those of competitors by emphasizing its advantages against 

competing brands. Comparative adve1tising, used in many cases to accomplish this 

objective, presents the company's product along with another competing brand 

mentioned by name; the message explains how the company's product is better in 

some way that the other brand. 

Empliasizi11g Brand Attributes 

The second strategy for changing attitudes centers on enhancing consumer 

knowledge of certain attributes or features of the brand. This communication strategy 

highlight less familiar attributes to create a positive disposition toward the brand. 

Adding New Attributes 

Another strategy for changing attitudes is to add one or more new attributes to 

the product in an attempt to increase its attractiveness. 

Providi1tg Knowledge of Alternatives or Consequences 

Providing consumers with evidence, facts, or figures that allow to make an 

informed choice between existing alternatives is another strategy for changing 

attitudes. Through this exercise in logic, consumers can determine which alternative is 

best for them. 

Clia11.gi11g tlte Relative Value of Attributes 

Still another approach to changing attitudes toward a product attempts to shift 

the relative values of specific attributes the product processes. (Hawkins Del & 

Coney, 1995) 
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Measurement of Attitudinal Components 

There are many varieties of techniques for measuring attitudes such as rating 

ranking, sorting, and choice technique. Generally, rating scales are the most common 

practice to measure attitude. Further, the affective, cognitive, and behavioral 

components of attitude may be measured by different means (William G. Zikmund, 

2000). 

Hawkins, Best & Coney (1992) explained that purchase and use behavior at 

the brand level are predicted most accurately by overall measures of brand liking or 

affect. However, since components of attitudes are often an integral part of a 

marketing strategy, it is important that we are able to measure each component. 

The cognitive component is measured by the beliefs consumers have about 

product attributes. Naturally, a lack of product knowledge as well as inaccurate 

knowledge could hinder the development of a positive overall attitude toward product 

attributes. The affective or evaluative component is how consumers feel about the 

product. Finally, the behavioral component is often the strength of intentions to buy 

on the next purchase occasion or by past purchases. 

To have a successful in business, the company should be develop and market 

itmovative products and services. It is essential for company to analyze consumer 

behavior to understand the attitudes of them. 

Attitudes is one factor that very important for both marketer of public policy 

and marketers alike in their effort to anticipate and influence human behavior. There 

are several meanings of attitudes. It can be the evaluation of an object, issue, person 

or action to express how much we like or dislike, favorable or unfavorable. 

As we know, there are many structural models of attitudes. The three 

components is a model that compare with cognitive, affective and behavioral or 
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conative. The cognitive component is the knowledge, belief, and opinion through 

product or service. The affective component concerns in the feeling, emotion and 

reaction toward product and services. The last component is behavioral or conative 

components, which is an action tendency or intention toward products and services. 

For three components of the attitudes theory can find the strong point or weak 

point of the product or service. It helps us know about the consumer's knowledge of 

product, how customers feel with our products or services, and customer's intention 

of our product or services. After we know overall attitudes of customer, we will know 

the real needs of customers that are very useful to use it for developing the product or 

service to be better. Moreover, knowing the overall attitudes of customer whether 

good or bad attitudes, it will be useful to find the strategy to improve the product or 

service for customer. After using strategy changing customer attitude, it will make 

company have increase productivity and increase income. 

Knowledge about Freephone 1-800 service 

What is Freephone 1-800 service? 

Freephone 1-800 service is the service that allows the caller to make long 

distance calls free of charge while the receiving party is charged for the cost of such 

calls. 

Benefit of Freephone 1-800 service 

Due to highly competitive market in service industry investors must find ways 

to operate their business with high flexibility, speed and response to the customer 

needs efficiently. Special benefits provided by Freephone 1-800 services to customer 

are as followed: 
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•Increase Call Center Productivity 

• Enhance Customer Service 

• Increase business Opportunity 

Current market situation 

Freephone 1-800 service is one of the value added service of fixed line 

telephone which creates new sources of revenue to service providers. TOT is one of 

the service providers in Thailand. At the beginning of time TOT provided Toll Free 

088 service for the customer. Toll Free 088 services weak point is that the network of 

Toll Free 088 service does not cover all of the country. Then, TOT switched to 

Freephone 1-800 service that has full area coverage in Thailand. In the year 2001, 

there were 800 person subscribers to the services and more than 1,000 persons in the 

year 2002. TA (TelecomAsia Co., Ltd.) is one of Freephone service provider who has 

64 corporate users in year 2002. -r-
Competitor's Environment. ~ 

There are only 2 providers of basic telecommunication infrastructure (The 

fixed lines telephone) in Thailand. They are TOT and TelecomAsia. 

Freephone 1-800 service providers in Thailand. ~ ., 

ai\~\I I.Telephone Organization of Thailand (TOT) 

The first service provider Toll Free Service 088 and Freephone 1-800 service. 

- Toll Free 088 offers only to numbers having the Stored Program 

Control (SPC) system within the Metropolitan area. In 1998, there were 33 more 

subscribers to this service. At the end of September 1998 the number of customers 

subscriber to this service totaled to 318 persons in all. There are some weak point of 

Toll Free 088 service, then TOT developed new completed technology and transferred 

to serve customer that is Freephone 1800 service. 
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Service Rate: 

Freephone 1-800 service is the new technology, which is an 

improved version of Toll Free 088 with the same communication 

system, but can offer more services than Toll Free 088.The 

limitation of Toll Free 088 is the area coverage, which is only in 

Metropolitan whereas the Freephone 1-800 can serve anywhere in 

the country. Freephone 1-800 service is beneficial to businesses in 

promoting their products to client and resulting in creating good 

image. 

\JERS/ 
There are three parts of Freephone 1-800 service rate, which are the initial 

payments, monthly fees and the usage fees. All the cost will be charged to the service 

providers. 

Initial payment of 1,000 Baht for registration (For new Free Phone 

1-800) 

Monthly fee of 120 Baht P.er line 

Call will be charged as standard rates from anywhere. 

2. TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. Corporation (TA) 

TA Freephone 1-800 service, value-added service for TA's fixed lines, is 

one of Intelligent Network Services that allows call cost to be charged to TA 

Freephone 1-800 service customers instead of callers. Calls can be both local calls 

and distant calls (International calls, calls from mobile phone, and calls from PCT 

are inaccessible). By the Intelligent Network, TA Freephone 1-800 service 

provides the highest efficiency as well as highest security in servicing. 

Furthennore, with several optional service features, a TA Freephone 1-800 service 
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customer also gams rnultibenefits from flexible management that he/she can 

maneuver in accordance with his/her need. 

How to Call TA F1·eephone 1-800 service 

The method of calls is very simple. The caller only dials 1 -800 and follows 

by 6 digit number, which is the number of destination that a TA Freephone 1-800 

service customer can assign according to his/her request. If the TA Freephone 1-

800-service number is 295-555, for instance, callers have to dial 1-800-295-555 to 

call a particular TA Freephone 1-800 number. 

Optional Services Features of TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

Besides the basic service of TA Freephone 1-800 service, there are numerous 

optional service features, classified into 4 types, which enhance the performance of 

customer contacts and also provide the diverse abilities in servicing. 

1. Call Screening 
~ -

This feature is designed to screen callers' numbers so that a TA 

Freephonel-800 service customer receives only willing-to-receive numbers. There 

are 2 functions available in this feature: Authorization Code and Originate Call 

Screen. 

1.1 Authorization Code (AUTZ) This function allows the TA 

Freephone 1-800 service customer to screen received calls by requesting a personal 

identification number 

1.2 Originate Call Screen (OCS) This function allows the TA 

Freephone 1-800 service customer to specify the origins of numbers to be received or 

not. For instance, as specified before, the callers who have area code of 077 cannot 

access a particular TA Freephone number. 
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2. Call Routing 

With this feature, calls will be routed according to the call routing 

program designed by the TA Freephone 1-800 service customer. There are 4 functions 

included in this feature, they are Time Dependent Routing, Originating Dependent 

Routing, Call Distribution, as well as Originating User Prompt. 

2.1 Time Dependent Routing (TDR) This function allows the 

FPH customers to route calls to different destination based on the time of day and the 

day of week. The FPH customers can make direct call, which are made on a specified 

day to a particular location, or can change destinations depending on each time zone 

of day or day of week. For instance, if calls are made during non-business hours, they 

can be routed to a head quarter so TDR can eliminate the need for around the clock 

service at all locations. 

2.2 Originating Dependent Routing (ODR) This function route calls 

to the appropriate destination based on the calling user's geographical area. The FPH 

customers can device service user according to originating area and can decide 

destination to receive calls from any area. 

2.3 Call Distribution (CD) This function distributes calls on a 

percentage basis to multiple destinations. The FPH customers can predetennine the 

percentage of calls to be routed to each destination. 

2.4 Originating User Prompt (OUP) This function allows the FPH 

customers to define their own customized announcements. Therefore, calls are routed 

based on the option that the callers select in response to an announcement provided 

over the telephone. 
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3. Advanced Function 

To ensure that the TA Freephone customer will not miss any calls 

because every call is very important to the customer's business, Advanced Function, 

the optional service feature for managing attempting calls, have 3 functions to handle 

this, including Call Forwarding on Busy I No Answer, Call Limit, and Call Queuing. 

3.1 Call Forwarding on Busy I No Answer (CF) This function allows 

calls to be forwarded to another specified number when the first destination is busy or 

not attended. 

3.2 Call Limit cLIM> This function can specified the maximum 

number of calls that can simultaneously terminate to a destination. 

3.3 Call Queuing cQUE> This function allows calls to be queued when 

all the lines are busy at the called destination. Call destination is established as soon 

as the destination becomes available. The FPH customers can specify the maximum 

numbers of calls that can simultaneously terminate to a destination. A customized 

announcement can be prepared to tell the caller that can be prepared to tell the callers 

that his or her call is in the queue. 

4. Optional Service to Design Other Optional Services 

In management, flexibility is as important as intelligence. Optional 

Service to Design Other Optional Services, therefore, is offered to the TA Freephone 

customers so they are able to design their own program, up to 10 program, and to 

easily change their whenever they want. There are 2 functions included in this feature: 

Command Routing and Customer Profile Management. 
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4.1 Command Routing (CMDR) This function enables service 

customers to build up to 10 different routing plans by combining the other routing 

functions. 

4.2 Customer Profile Management (CPM) TA Freephone customers 

can change routing plans according to their requirements whenever they want. 

Benefits of Using TA Freephone 

TA Freephone 1-800 service is a service created to help the company to have 

good image and good service for customers. 

• Increase Call Center Productivity S 
Call centers both large and small are critical components of the 

marketing efforts for many leading-edge companies' marketing efforts. TA Freephone 

1-800 service programs help them operate at peak performance by the use of 

automated call routing, ensuring the caller is directed to the right location the first 

time. It allows agents to efficiently handle those needing personal attention. 

• Enhance Customer Service 

Satisfied customers are loyal customers, so it pays to resolve their 

concerns quickly. TA Freephone 1-800 services let you deliver service more 

efficiently. One Freephone number provides a convenient, single point of contact for 

all the customers needs. For example, callers can reach customer service, technical 

support, or purchase products. 

• Increase Business Opportunities 

Even though you may have several destinations, your customers 

contact you via only one Freephone 1-800 number. The more convenient of customer 

contacts, the greater opportunities of your business. Moreover, your customers won't 

definitely be abandoned. This means your . cost will be very high? No, with TA 
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Freephone 1-800 service you won't miss any customer calls and don't have to pay 

high cost simultaneously. 

With TA Freephone 1-800 service, your products are more attractive to 

customers since they don't have to pay for any call costs. Therefore, response from 

customers, which means "Business Opportunity", increases. Furthermore, TA 

Freephone 1-800 service provides you more marketing channel. As everyone knows, 

more marketing channel means more selling opportunities. Thus, TA Freephone 1-

800 service is one of the best alternatives that you should not look over. 

Tariff Rates 

TA Freephone 1-800 service has a tariff rate as follow: O 
• Access Charge 1,000.Baht I FPH number 

• Optional Service Feature 20 Baht- I Monthly I Feature 

• Change service charge 30 BahtJ time 

• Usage Charge 

- The rate for a local call 3 Baht / call or 1 Baht / minute 

The rate for a long distance 3-12 Baht tminute 

Target Customers 

The target customers of TA Freephone 1-800 service are business customers 

who want to raise their customer service's quality and efficiency. The customers of 

these business don't have to pay any call cost occurred, but the TA Freephone 1-800 

service customers who are business owners will pay instead. A TA Freephone 1-800 

number can also be applied for internal communication. For instance, if a company 

has sales department that require sales representatives to regularly go up countries, the 
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communication of that company will be efficient and convenient by usmg TA 

Freephone. 

Previous Studies related to the Research 

TelecomAsia studied" Corporate-Users toward Toll free and Freephone 

1-800 in Thailand" .The corporate survey was conducted with 203 companies from 

various business segment including banking, healthcare, trading, transportation, 

communication, manufacturing, service and entertainment. In term of corporate users 

respondents were asked to indicate the awareness towards toll free and Freephone 1-

800 service including knowledge, interest and current use of Freephone 1-800 

service.(IDC Thailand,2000) 

Perception towards Toll Free Service 

Toll Free Service 088 is a free long distance call which government and 

corporate provide to their customer and public for calling government units and 

company from anywhere including Bangkok and up country area free of charge by 

supporting call fee from government and corporate. 

Awareness towards Toll Free Service 

Respondents were asked about awareness towards toll free service and 45.81% 

of the respondents knew toll free service.. Comparing respondents among each 

segment, respondents from wholesale/retail, Transportation, bank/finance/insurance, 

manufacturing and service segment knew toll free service accounting for 42.11 %, 

53.85%, 48.28%, 40.00% and 37.84%, respectively. 

Most respondents knew toll free service as a long distance call which they can 

access companies free of charge, dial 088 and then press the number respondents 

need, which is paid by the companies 
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67 .94% of the respondents did not know about free phone service and 32.26% 

of them were aware of free phone service. Out of the 32.26% who knew about the 

service, 50.00% of them were from communication/utility/government sector 

followed by 43.75% of them from wholesale/retail sector and 42.86% each from 

hospital/healthcare and manufacturing segments. 

The 93 respondents who knew toll free phone were further asked on free 

phone service. It was found that 32.26% of the respondents knew free phone service. 

43.75% of them came from wholesale/retail segment followed by 42.86% of them 

from the manufacturing segment. 

Most of the respondents who knew the free phone service mentioned it as a 

call, which can be made to corporate companies free of charge. They also know it as 

a service where corporate companies provide service to customers by way of giving 

them access to companies information free pf charge for, which the companies pay 

the service charge. Respondents also understand free phone service as a call that can 

be made from anywhere free of charge including outside Thailand. 
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CHAPTER3 

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

This chapter aims at forming and elaborating the conceptual model, generating 

all hypothesis statements that will be tested and also providing the information of 

concepts and variables operationalization. 

Theoretical Framework and Elaboration on The Conceptual Model 

Theoretical Framework of Structural Models of Attitudes 

There are many structural models of attitudes such as single component of 

attitude, three components of an attitude, and multiattribute attitude models. (Engel & 

Blackwell, 1993), Each model has its characteristic for measuring consumer's attitude 

toward product or brand. In this research, the researcher selected three components of 

attitudes as a structural model of attitudes for measuring corporate user's attitude 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

Three Components of Attitudes 

Attitudes have traditionally been viewed as consisting of three components: 

cognitive, affective, and conative. A person's beliefs about some attitude object reside 

within the cognitive component. The affective component represents a person's like 

or dislike of the attitude object. The conative component refers to the person's action 

or behavioral tendencies toward the attitude object (James F. Engle, Roger D. 

Blackwell and Paul w. Miniard, 1993,p.322). 
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Figure 3.1: Theoretical Framework; The components of attitudes 

-
Source: Adapted from Dell. Hawkins, Roger J. Best and Kenneth A. Coney: 

1994,p.356 

Cognitive component 

The cognitive component consists of a consumer's beliefs about an object. It is 

important to keep in mind that beliefs need not be correct or true. The more positive 

beliefs are associated with a brand and the more positive each belief is, the more 

favorable the overall cognitive component is presumed to be (Del I. Hawkins, Roger 

J. Best and Kenneth A. Coney: 1994,p.356). 

John C. Mowen and Michele Minor (1998, p.242) explained that consumer 

beliefs are all knowledge a consumer has and all the inferences a consumer makes 

about objects, their attributes, and their benefits. Objects are the products, people, 

companies, and things about which people hold beliefs and attitudes. Attributes are 
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the characteristics or features that an object may or may not have. Two broad classes 

of attributes have been identified. Intrinsic attributes are those that pertain to the 

actual quality of a product, while extrinsic attributes are those that apply to external 

aspects of the product, such as its brand name, packaging, and labeling. Finally, 

benefits are the positive outcomes that attributes provide to the consumer. 

Affective component 

Our feeling or emotional reaction to an object represents the affective 

component of an attitude. A consumer who states, "I like ... " is expressing the results 

of an emotional or affective evaluation of this brand. These attitude statements imply 

an overall evaluation of the product (Del I. Hawkins, Roger J. Best and Kenneth A. 

Coney:1994 ,p.358). 

Behavioral component (Conative) 

The behavioral component of an attitude is one's tendency to respond in a 

certain manner towards an object or activity. A series of decisions to purchase or not 

or to recommend other brands to friends would reflect the behavioral component of an 

attitude (Del I. Hawkins, Roger J. Best and Kenneth A. Coney: 1994, p.359). 

Elaborating The Conceptual Model 

The conceptual model consists of many variables. Independent variables 

include marketing mix of TA Freephone 1-800 service (Product, Price, Place, 

Promotion, Physical evidence, Process and People). Dependent variables include the 

overall attitudes of corporate user towards TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

The researcher developed the conceptual model by relating the theories of 

attitude model (Figure3.l) and marketing mix towards TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

The conceptual model of this research is presented in Figure 3.2 
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual Model of The Attitudes of corporate users toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service in manufacturing and service industries. 

Independent Variable 

Corporate users in 
manufacturing 
industry and 

Service industry. 

The 7Ps of 
Service 

Marketing Mix 
-Product 
-Price 
-Place 
-Promotion 
-Physical 
Evidence 

-Process 
-People 
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Dependent Variable 

The attitudes of 
corporate 

Users toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 

service in 
manufacturing 
industry and 

service industry. 



Hypothesis Statement 

Hypotheses are generated after the conceptual model to find the result that the 

researcher would like to know about corporate users attitude toward marketing mix of 

TA Freephone 1-800 service. The hypotheses are divided into 2 groups. 

The hypothesis in group one focuses on the marketing mix variables and the 

attitudes of corporate users toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

The hypothesis in group two focuses on the marketing mix variable and the 

attitudes of corporate users toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Hypotheses Group 1: The marketing mix variable and the attitude of 

corporate users toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. -,... 
Hypothesis 1: ~ 

Hlo. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Phys1cal Evidence, Process and People) and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Hli. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable (Product, 

Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the corporate 

users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

Hypothesis 2: 

H2o. There 1s no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the 
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corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

H2i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable (Product, 

Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the corporate 

users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

Hypothesis 3: 

H3o. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

H3i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable (Product, 

Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence; Process and People) and the corporate 

users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Hypothesis 4: 

H4o. There is no relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the 

corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

H4i. There is a relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the 

corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Hypothesis 5: 

HSo. There is no relationship between the overall of marketing mix variable 

and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

HSi. There is a relationship between the overall of marketing mix variable and 

the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Hypothesis Group 2: The marketing mix variable and the attitudes of corporate 

users toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

Hypothesis 6: 

H6o. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

H6i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable (Product, 

Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the corporate 

users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

Hypothesis 7: 

H7o. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

H7i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable (Product, 

Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the corporate 

users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 
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Hypothesis 8: 

H8o. There 1s no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

H8i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable (Product, 

Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and the corporate 

users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

Hypothesis 9: 

H9o. There is no relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and people) and the 

corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. -
H9i. There is a relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and people) and the 

corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Hypothesis 10: 

Hl Oo. There is no relationship between the overall of marketing mix variable 

and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

HlOi. There is a relationship between the overall of marketing mix variable 

and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 
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Concept and Variable Operationalization 

This section is concerned with the definition and the measurement of concept 

of each variable. For the conceptual definition, it gives meaning to a concept by 

specifying the activities to measure. It helps the researcher to specify the rules for 

assigning numbers. The properties of the scale of numbers may allow the researcher 

to add, subtract, or multiple answers. There are a great many scales or number 

systems. It is traditional to classify scales of measurement on the basis of the 

mathematical comparisons that are allowable· with these scales. (William G. Zikmund, 

2000,p.275). 
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Table3.1: Table of Independent Variables Operationalization 

Indepe11de11t Variables 

Conceptual 
Concept 

Definition 

Business Industry -Manufacturing 

Industry 

-Service Industry 

The Service Marketing - Product 

Mix 

Conceptual Level of 

Component Measurement 

-Chemical Pharmacy Nominal Scale 

-Factory 

- Food and beverage 

- Advertising Nominal Scale 

-Airlines 

Telemarketing 

-Banking 

-Communication 

-Healthcare 

-Insurance 

- Property 

-Use for business Interval Scale 
• 

requirement 

-Use for business 

solution 

-Use for enhance 

business competency 

-Use for increased 

business productivity 

-Use for customer 

pleasure 
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- Price -Reasonable price Interval Scale 

-Compare service fee 

and quality 

-Consider price shown 

-Place -Apply through direct Interval Scale 

sales 

-Apply through call 

center 

-Apply through internet 

~\ service 

- Promotion -Ad campaigns are seen Interval Scale 

frequently -; -Various media provide 

the information 
.,_.. -- Various promotion 

- Physical evidence - Name recognition Interval Scale 

~ 
- Site reference 

* 
- ISO 9002 

- Process -Process complication Interval Scale 

-Solution process 

-Coverage information 
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- People -Information provided Interval Scale 

by sales 

representatives. 

-Adequacy of 

information provided 

by sales 

representatives. 

-Knowledge of sales 

representatives. 
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Table 3.2: Table of Dependent Variables Operationalization 

Dependent Variables 

Conceptual Conceptual Level of 
Concept 

Definition Component Measurement 

Attitudes - Cognitions - Service reliability Interval Scale 

-Service economically 

- Service customization 

-Affective -Good feeling with Interval Scale 

service 

-Happiness with service 

-Overall favorability 

- Conations -TelecomAsia 's Interval Scale 

preference of usage 

-Recommendation to 

other 

-Trial of other service 

provider 
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CHAPTER4 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Since this research is to study in attitudes of corporate users toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service of TelecomAsia Co.,Ltd in manufacturing and service 

industries, only the corporate users in Bangkok area who have usage experience, are 

selected as its respondents. 

The following are the collection and analysis of the attitude of person who 

work in the organization that use TA Freephone 1-800 service. They are divided into 

5 sections. Section one explains about research method. Section two is about the 

respondents and procedures. Section three concerns about instruments/questionnaires 

Section four informs about collection of data and data gathering procedures. The last 

section is about the statistical method for data analysis. .,_.. -Research Methods 

The knowledge about the influence of marketing mix factors that effect 

attitudes of TA Freephone 1-800 service would be derived from the data collection 

and the data analysis of the attitudes of its users. * 
Gathering of the data, survey technique is deployed because it is a method of 

primary data collection based on communication with a representative sample of 

individuals. Survey provides a quick, inexpensive and efficient outcome. 

Research methodology uses both the descriptive research and quantitative 

research. The descriptive statistics will be used to describe the data in qualitative 

aspects. The aims of descriptive research are to describe the differential of one 

situation to another or to diagnose the event to understand the results by using 

frequency and percentage and quantitative research uses Pearson Correlation 

Coefficient. 
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Sources of data 

Survey through questionnaires is used to collect primary sources of data they 

are distributed to samples of corporate users in 44 manufacturing and 20 service 

industries that are using TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

Respondents and Procedures 

Target Population and Sample Size 

The target population is people who work in organization that use TA Free 

Phone 1-800 service in manufacturing and service industries. There are 44 

respondents in the manufacturing industry and 20 respondents in the service industry. 

Research Instruments/Questionnaires 

The questionnaires are designed after the concept and variable of 

rationalization. They ask the respondents to express their feelings and perception 

related to the marketing mix in general by using five points Likert Scales. The attitude 

components will be applied to each question to examine respondents' attitudes toward 

marketing mix as well. There are 3 parts that consist of General data, Attitudes toward 

use of TA Freephonel -800 service and service marketing mix. 

Part I: General data instruments consist of type of business that respondents 

operate. Whether it is manufacturing, or service industry. The question of general data 

is applied from the previous study in Awareness of Freephone 1-800 service in 

Thailand by JDC Thailand (2000). 

Part II: Attitudes toward the use of TA Freephone 1-800 service consists of 

nine statements derived from the three components of attitudes including perceived 

cognition, affect, and conation. All of the question are applied from Customer 

behavior: Consumer Behavior and Beyond (Jagdish, 1999). Respondents are screened 

based on their experience of usage. Five points Likert-scale is used to indicate the 
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degree of respondents assignment to each statement from strongly agree to strongly 

disagree. 

Part III: Service Marketing Mix elements instrument consists of twenty-three 

statements measuring the respondents attitude toward marketing mix of TA 

Freephone 1-800 service. The researcher investigates seven elements that are product, 

price, place, promotion, physical evidence, process, and people. The product element 

is applied from previous study by Oya Culpan (1995). Another part is applied from 

previous study of Jarusin (2001). Respondents are screened based on their experience 

of usage. Five points Likert-scale is used to indicate the degree of respondents 

assignment to each statement from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 

Pilot Study 

Churchill (1999) stated that each question in the questionnaire should be 

reviewed to ensure that the question is not confusing or ambiguous, potentially 

offensive to the respondents, leading or bias inducing and also is easy to answer. 

Thus, the real test of questionnaire is used to find out how it performs under actual 

conditions of data collection. Pretests is vital and are defined as trial runs with a group 

of respondents for the purpose of detecting problems in the questionnaire instructions 

or design. In the pretest, the researcher looks for evidence of ambiguous questions 

other considerations. 

The researcher pre-tested the questionnaires by distributing 20 copies of the 

questionnaires to respondents. After collecting the data, the researcher examined the 

reliability of these questionnaires by using Cronbach Alpha scales (Cronin & Tayler, 

1992) in SPSS program to find out the value of the questionnaire's reliability. The 

result of reliability analysis after examining of the pilot study is shown in Table 4.1 
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Table 4.1: Reliability Analysis-Scale (Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha) 

Operationalization Dimensions Reliability 

Attitude toward use TA Freephone 1-800 0.8863 

service 

Service Marketing Mix 0.8527 

Sekaran (1992) mentioned that if the reliability value is at least 0.6, it is 

considered reliable. As the result of reliability analysis from the pilot study, 

questionnaires in this research are sufficient for examining the relationship between 

attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service and marketing mix in Bangkok because 

Coefficient's Alpha Scale of the pilot study is greater than 0.6. 

Collection of Data and Data Gathering Procedures 

To collect data for this research, the structured interview with closed-form 

questionnaire will be used. This method would offer a number of benefits to the 

researcher. As there is no doubt that the interviewers are likely to bias with the 

different situations with different interviewees. Therefore, the structured interview 

would minimize this bias and could provide data with more neutral information from 

the interviewees' point of their communicative component. Beside that, it is a possible 

way to utilize less skilled interviewers is basically to provide and record the answers. 

Another structured interview is Computer-Administered Questionnaires, which are 

increasingly being administered electronically across the network through the use .of 

E-mail or the Internet. The merit of this approach include its relative low cost, the 

ease with which it can be administered, elimination of interviewer bias, and the 

opportunity to do instantaneous evidence collection and analysis. (Dan Remenyi, 

2000) 
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On the primary data, the researcher prepared the questionnaire both in English 

and Thai for better understanding of respondents. The researcher had distributed all 

the questionnaires by herself to corporate users of TA Freephone 1-800 service of 

manufacturing and service industries. The questionnaires were collected during 1-10 

December 2002 

All the feedback on the questionnaires was brought back to be examined and 

analyzed through SPSS/PC. The questionnaires were designed to examine the 

attitudes of corporate users toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in manufacturing and 

service industries. 

Statistical Method for Data Analysis 

The completed questionnaires that are returned from all respondents will be 

calculated and computed by Software Statistical Package of the Social Science (SPSS 

10.0.5 for window program). From modified conceptual framework, descriptive 

analysis, and correlation coefficient are main selected statistics for this research to 

measure the relationship among elements. The researcher sets 95 percent and 99 

percent confidence. 

Descriptive Analysis * cf/. * 
In order to interpret the data gathered, descriptive analysis is applied to 

transform the raw data into a fonn. The form will make them easy to understand and 

interpret, rearrange, order, and manipulate data to generate descriptive information 

such as frequency distributions, percentage distributions, and means (Zigmund, 1997). 
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Correlation Analysis 

Correlation analysis involves measuring the closeness of the relationship 

between two or more variables; it considers the joint variation of two measures, 

neither of which is restricted by the experiment. (Churchill, 1991). 

A positive correlation reflects a tendency for a high value in one variable to be 

associated with high value in the second. A negative coITelation reflects an 

association between a high value in one variable and a low value in the second 

variable. The expression for the sample coITelation coefficient (r) is called the 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient that measures the degree to which 

there is a linear association between two intervals scaled variables (Kumar, Aaker and 

Day, 1999; p.490). Correlation analysis has a value between 1 and +l that indicates 

the strength of the linear relationship between two quantitative variables called 

bivariate coITelation. This correlation is used to analyze this research. -
Neil J. Solkind (2000) identified the degree of relationship between variables 

as follows: 

Table 4.2: The Interpreting the Correlation Coefficient 

Correlation between 
)~. 

E '9 9 Meaning 

°' ~A 
0.81-1.00 

~ 

~lli eJJ \;) Very Strong 

0.61-0.80 Strong 

0.41-0.60 Moderate 

0.21-0.40 Weak 

0.00-0.20 Very Weak 

Source: Neil J. So/kind, Exploring Research, 2000, p.207-208 
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Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient 

The concept of simple correlation provides a measure of the relationship 

between two variables, which the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is 

used for this study. The correlation coefficient can be expressed as follow: 

r _ Nl:XY -(l:XXl:Y) 
- ~[{Nl:~-(i:X)2 ][(77l:Y2-(z:Y)2 

)] 

When, r Correlation Coefficient 

N Sample size 

:EX = Sum of the individual's score of X variable 

:EY = Sum of the individual's score ofY variable 

l:XY = Sum of the product of each X multiple Y score 

i:X2 Sum of the individual X score, square 

:EY2 = Sum of the individual Y score, square 
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CHAPTERS 

PRESENTATION OF DATA AND CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

This chapter is primarily concerned with the results of the survey from the 

procedures discussed earlier in Chapter 4. The objective of this research is to measure 

the possible influence marketing mix factors of the corporate users toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service in manufacturing and service industries. Respondents are 

users, who have experience in using TA Freephone 1-800 service in Bangkok area. 

The data analysis presentation and interpretation based on the data of 64 samples 

colleted consist of following two sections: (1) The result of the descriptive analysis of 

the study to summarize the general data by frequency and percentage of general data, 

and (2) Hypothesis Testing to measure the relationship of among elements in ten 

hypotheses tested by correlation coefficient. 

Description analysis of Type of Industry 

Table 5.1: Type of Industry 

Type of Industry 
Count % 

Type of Industry I Manufacturin 44 68.8% 

I Service 20 31.2% 

Group 
' 64 100.0 

From Table 5.1 There are 44 manufacturing respondents and 20 service 

industry respondents. The manufacturing industry in this research is 68.8% and 31.2% 

in service industry. 
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Description analysis of Attitude Elements 

Table 5.2: The Cognition of Manufacturing and Service Industries 

Cognition 

TA 
TA Freephon 

Freephon 1-800 
TA 1-800 service 

Freephon service able 
1-800 economic customiz 

service than its 
reliable service to your 
its provide needs 

Kind of Manufacturin Coun 44 44 44 
busines Mean "'-0 l 1::; L1 4.68 4.25 4.45 ,-. 

Std .47 .44 .59 
Service ....... Coun 20 

, 
20 20 

Mean 4.45 4.25 4.30 
·::::. Std .51 .72 .66 

Group Coun 64 64 64 
Mea 4.61 4.25 ) 4.41 
Std .49 .53 .61 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral ,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree 

From table 5.2, with the means values of 4.68, 4.25 and 4.45, the result 

indicates that the manufacturing industry agrees strongly in belief that TA Freephone 

1-800 service is reliable, and agrees that it is more economical than other service 

providers, and also agrees that it has the ability to customize to their service 

respectively. To find from the service industry also shows the same results. The 

means values of the service industry are 4.45, 4.25 and 4.3.ofthe same order. 
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Table 5.3: The Affect of Manufacturing and Service Industries 

Affect 

You are 
very happy 

When you to be using The overall 
use TA TA performance 

Freephone Freephone TA 
1-800 1-800 Freephone 

service, service for 1-800 
you feel your service is 
good business excellent 

Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 4.41 4.41 4.4:?· 

Std Deviation .50 .50 .50 
Service Count 20 20 20 

Mean 4.25 4.00 4.00 
Std Deviation .55 .65 .56 

Group Total Count - 64 
. 

64 64 
Mean 4.36 4.28 4.30 
Std Deviation .52 .58 .SE· 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree ,A 

From table 5.3, with the means values of 4.41, 4.41 and 4.43 show that 

manufacturing industry feels good, is happy and agrees that the overall perfom1ance is 

excellent when they use TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

Service industry means value of 4.25 indicates that they feel good when the 

use TA Freephone 1-800 service. They are happy using the service with the means 

value of 4 .00 and also agree with the excellence of the overall performance of TA 

Freephone 1-800 service with the means value of 4.00. 
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Table 5.4: The Conation of Manufacturing and Service Industries 

Conatlons 

You prefer use TA You are often 
Freephone 1-800 recommending 
service for your TA Freephone 
business more 1-800 service You want 
than you use to other to try other 
other service business service 

provider associates provider 
Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 4.36 3.70 2.4'1 

Std Deviation .49 .73 .50 
Service Count 20 20 20 

Mean 4.10 3.70 3.50 
Std Deviation -;:::;,...., ~ .64 .73 . 8~l 

Group Total Count 
. 

64 64 64 r11 .-
Mean ~ \\ \1;'0. 4.28 3.70 2.7!) 

Std Deviation .55 .73 .80 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree 

From Table 5.4, in the preference dimension, with the means value of 4.36 in 

manufacturing industry and 4.10 in service industry, show that both agree that they 

prefer the use of TA Freephone 1-800 service to other service providers. In the area of 

recommending others to use this service, the means value are both 3.7, which mean 

that they are between neutral to agree to recommend this service to other business. 

As for the dimension of try other service providers, the means value is 2.41 for 

manufacturing industry and 3 .5 for service industry, this indicates that both 

manufacturing industry and service industry are neutral to seek for other service 

providers. 
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Description analysis of Marketing Mix Elements 

Table 5.5: Descriptive analysis of Product element. 

Product 

Using TA 
Using TA Using TA Freephone Using TA 

Using TA Free phone Freephone 1-800 Free phone 
Free phone 1-800 1-800 service 1-800 

1-800 service is service has service is a 
service is a the enhance increased good 
requireme solution for your your pleasure· 
nt for your your business business for your 
business problems competency productivity customers 

Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 44 44 
business Mean 4.70 4.25 4.09 4.30 4.52 

Std Deviation 
'· .46 .78 .77 .46 .51 

Service Count 20 20 f 1 20 20 20 

Mean 4.40 4.00 .! 4.20 4.40 4.30 

Std Deviation .50 .73 .83 .60 .66 

Group Total Count 64 64 64 64 64 

Mean 4.61 4.17 4.13 4.33 4.45 

Std Deviation .49 .77 .79 .51 .56 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3= Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree 

From Table 5.5, in the area of being a requirement, the means value of 4.7 of 

manufacturing industry and 4.40 of service industry, indicate that both agree that the 

service of TA Freephone 1-800 service is the requirement of doing their business. In 

the area of solution, the means value of 4.25 of manufacturing industry and 4.00 of 

service industry, indicate that both agree that the service of TA Freephone 1-800 

service is the solution for their problems. In the area of enhancement to their business 

competency, the means value of 4.09 of manufacturing industry and 4.20 of service 

industry, indicate that both agree that the service of TA Freephone 1-800 service 

enhance their business competency. In the area of increased productivity, the means 

value of 4.30 of manufacturing industry and 4.40 of service industry, indicate that 

both agree that the service of TA Freephone 1-800 service increase their business 

productivity. In the area of pleasure for their customers, the means value of 4.52 of 
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manufacturing industry and 4.30 of service industry, indicate that both agree that the 

service of TA Freephone 1-800 service is a good pleasure for their customers. 

Table 5.6: Descriptive analysis of Price element. 

Price 

Compare 
service fees and 

TA Freephone quality for TA At the price 
1-800 service Freephone shown.I would 

rate is 1-800 service consider use 
reasonable acceptable to TA Freephone 

price your need 1-800 service 
Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 4.32 4.05 3.613 

Std Deviation ~ Ir"\ .56 .65 .4J 
Service Count 20 r 20 20 

Mean 3.95 #. 3.90 3.8fi 
Std Deviation .76 - ~ .64 .7!5 

Group Total Count ~ 64 64 64 
Mean 4.20 4.00 3.7:3 
Std Deviation .65 .64 .5'.1 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree 

From Table 5.6, in the area of reasonable price, the means value of 4.32 of 

manufacturing industry indicates that manufacturing industry agrees that the price of 

the rate service of TA Freephone 1-800 service is reasonable whereas the service 

industry is neutral with the means value of 3.95. In comparing the service fees with 

the quality obtained, the means value of 4.05 of manufacturing industry indicates that 

manufacturing industry agrees that they are acceptable to their needs. This same area 

is neutral to service industry with the means value of 3.90. In the area of continuing 

making use of TA Freephone 1-800 service at the present price, the means value of 

3.68 of manufacturing industry and 3.85 of service industry, indicate that both are 

neutral. 
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Table 5. 7: Descriptive analysis of Place element. 

Place 

You prefer to You prefer to 
apply TA apply TA lfthere is 

Free phone Freephone internet service 
1-800 service 1-800 service to apply this 
through sales through call service, you 

representatives center prefer to use it 
Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 4.09 2.91 3.3n 

Std Deviation .68 .29 .6!> 
Service Count 20 20 20 

Mean 4.05 2.80 3.2!) 
Std Deviation .89 .62 .7H - -

Group Total Count I~ 64 64 64 -

Mean {\ \.Z\ - 4.08 I~ 2.88 3.34 
Std Deviation .74 .42 .70 

1 =Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree ,3= Neutral ,4=Agree,5=Strong ly Agree 

From Table 5.7, in the area of applying this service through sales 

representatives, the means value of 4.09 of manufacturing industry and 4.05 of service 

industry, indicate that both agree that they prefer to apply TA Freephone 1-800 

service through sales representatives. As for call center, the means value of 2.91 of 

manufacturing industry and 2.80 of service industry, indicate that both disagree to 

apply TA Freephone 1-800 service through call center. In the area of applying this 

service through internet, the means value of 3.39 of manufacturing industry and 3.25 

of service industry, indicate that both manufacturing and service industry are neutral 

to apply this service through internet. 
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Table 5.8: Descriptive analysis of Promotion element. 

Promotion 

The Ad There are 
campaigns various media TA 

for TA to provide the Freephone 
Freephone information 1-800 servicE: 

1-800 service about TA has various 
are seem Freephone sales 
frequently 1-800 service promotion 

Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 3.16 2.48 2.4!> 

Std Deviation .83 .63 .50 
Service Count 20 20 20 

Mean 3.35 2.55 2.3fi 
Std Deviation ' r, .75 .69 .5!l 

Group Total Count ~I 1 64 ,., 64 64 
Mean ~ \\ \\'0 1 3.22 I?' 2.50 2.4~! 

Std Deviation '-~, 

.81 .64 .5~1 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree 
..... 

From Table 5.8, in the area of the advertising campaigns whether they see 

frequently or not, the means value of 3.16 of manufacturing industry and 3.35 of 

service industry, indicate that both manufacturing and service industries are neutral. 

In the area whether there are various media providing them sufficient information, the 

means value of 2.48 of manufacturing industry and 2.55 of service industry, indicate 

that both disagree that they see various media providing them sufficient information 

about TA Freephone 1-800 service. In the area of sales promotion the means value of 

2.45 of manufacturing industry and 2.35 of service industry, indicate that both 

disagree that TA Freephone 1-800 service has various sales promotions. 
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Table 5.9: Descriptive analysis of Physical Evidence element. 

Physical Evidence 

TA Freephone ISO 9002 
1-800 service There are recognition your 

name recognition many site decision in 
influence your references in using TA 

decision in using TA Freephone Free phone 
this service 1-800 service 1-800 service 

Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 3.93 4.02 3.82 

Std Deviation .62 .66 .90 
Service Count 20 20 20 

Mean 4.10 2.25 4.10 
Std Deviation .64 .79 .n 

Group Total Count 64 64 64 
Mean .v 3.98 3.47 3.9'1 

Std Deviation .63 1.08 .8Ei 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree 

From Table 5.9, in the area of name recognition whether it influences their 

decision to use TA Freephone 1-800 service or not, the means value of 3.93 of 

manufacturing industry, indicate that manufacturing industry is neutral whereas in 

service industry the means value is 4.10 which indicates that service industry agrees. 

In the area of site references, the means value of 4.02 of manufacturing industry 

indicates that manufacturing industry agrees that there are many site references in TA 

Freephone 1-800 service. The means value of 2.25 of service industry indicates that 

service industry disagrees that there are many site references in TA Freephone 1-800 

service. In the area of ISO 9002 recognition, the means value of 3.82 of 

manufacturing industry, indicates that manufacturing industry is neutral about ISO 

9002 recognition their decision in using TA Freephone 1-800 service. The means 

value of 4.10 of service industry indicates that service industry agrees that ISO 9002 

recognition of TA Freephone 1-800 service has influence to their decision to use this 

service. 
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Table 5.10: Descriptive analysis of Process element. 

Process 

TA Freephone When you need 
1-800 service staffs TA Freephone 

To apply TA give solution for you 1-800 service 
Freephone 1-800 just in time, when information, our 

service is you have a staff provide for 
complicated problems you just in time 

Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 2.66 3.55 3.55 

Std Deviation .48 .59 .59 
Service Count 20 20 20 

Mean 2.90 2.55 2.45 
Std Deviation .45 .60 .60 

Group Total Count _ "" r r 64 64 64 
Mean 1\\"I l 2.73 '1~1'1 3.23 3.20 
Std Deviation - .48 / J/ .75 .7B 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree ~. 

From Table 5.10, in the area of process complication, the means value of 2.66 

of manufacturing industry and 2.90 of service industry indicate that both disagree that 

the process to apply TA Freephone 1-800 service is complicated. In the area of staffs 

providing solutions when they have problems in time, the means value of 3.55 of 

manufacturing industry indicates that manufacturing industry is neutral. This is more 

or less the same as in the service industry with the means value of 2.25 which 

indicates that they disagree. In the area of staffs provide information just in time, the 

means value of 3.55 of manufacturing industry indicates that manufacturing industry 

is neutral. The means value of 2.45 of service industry indicates that service industry 

disagrees to the service aforementioned. 
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Table 5.11: Descriptive analysis of People element. 

People 

Sales 
Sale representatives representatives Sales 
informing you about inform enough representatives 

the information of TA information of TA are knowledgeable 
Freephone 1-800 Freephone 1-800 in TA Freephone 

service service 1-800 service 
Kind of Manufacturing Count 44 44 44 
business Mean 4.02 3.52 3.48 

Std Deviation .55 .66 .66 
Service Count 20 20 20 

Mean 3.40 2.35 2.30 
Std Deviation .75 .75 .73 

Group Total Count "'n 64 64 64 
Mean ,\\\VI 3.83 ·rr-r-i 3.16 3.11 
Std Deviation ·- .68 u J/ .88 .88 

1 =Strongly Disagree,2=Disagree,3=Neutral,4=Agree,5=Strongly Agree 

From Table 5 .11, in the area of informing information by sale representatives, 

the means value of 4.02 of manufacturing industry indicate that manufacturing agree. 

The means value of 3.40 of service industry indicates that service industry is neutral. 

In the area of sale representatives infonn enough infonnation, the means value of 3.52 

of manufacturing industry indicates that manufacturing industry is neutral .The means 

value of 2.35 of service industry indicates that service industry disagrees In the area 

of sale representatives knowledge whether they are knowledgeable or not, the means 

value of 3.48 of manufacturing industry indicates that manufacturing industry is 

neutral The means value of 2.30 of service industry indicates that service industry 

disagrees. 
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Hypothesis Testing 

This study investigates to assess users attitude toward TA Freephone 

1-800 service. The researcher examines ten hypotheses, which classified into two 

groups for supporting research objectives. The first group includes five hypotheses. 

They measure the relationship between the seven marketing mix elements and the 

attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in manufactming industry. This 

measurement is evaluated by using correlation coefficient test. The second group 

includes five hypotheses. They measure the relationship between the seven marketing 

mix elements and the attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service 

industry. This also will be evaluated by using con-elation coefficient test. 

Group I: The marketing mix variable and the attitude of corporate users toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

Hypothesis 1: 
~ -

Hlo. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. ~ 

Hli. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users belief toward TA ·Freephone 1800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Table S.12: The Analysis of Relationship between Cognition and Marketing Mix in 

Manufacturing Industry Using Correlation Coefficient 

Correlations between Cognitions and 7P ( Product,Price,Place,Promotion,Physical Evidence,Process,People) 

Physical 
Product Price Place Promotion Evidence Process Peopl(~ 

Cognitions Pearson Correlation .605*' .196 .067 -.048 .288 -.073 .1 '11 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .203 .665 .757 .058 .636 .472 
N 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 

**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level {2-tailed). 

Product and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.12 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01(0.000 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between product variable and the 

corporate belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.605, it means that product elements and 

the corporate belief of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 

60.5percent at the 99 percent confident levels. 

Price and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.12 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.203,which was more than 0.01 (0.203 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between price variable and the 

corporate belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.196, it means that price elements and the 

corporate belief of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative relationship at 19.6 

percent at the 99 percent confident levels. 

Place and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.12 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.665,which was more than 0.01 (0.665 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between place variable and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.067, it means that place elements and the 

corporate belief of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative relationship at 6. 7 

percent at the 99 percent confident levels. 1at1'el'a 

Promotion and Belief 

The Pearson con-elation analysis shown in Table5.12 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.757,which was more than 0.01 (0.757 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between promotion variable and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephonel-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.048, it means that promotion elements and 

the corporate belief of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative relationship at 4. 8 

percent at the 99 percent confident levels. 

Physical Evidence and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis ·shown in Table5.12 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.058,which was more than 0.01 (0.058 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between physical evidence 

variable and the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.288, it means that physical evidence 

elements and the corporate belief of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative 

relationship at 5.8 percent at the 99 percent confident levels. 

Process and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.12 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.636,which was more than 0.01 (0.636 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between process variable and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.073, it means that process elements and 

the corporate belief of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative relationship at 7.3 

percent at the 99 percent confident levels. 

People and Belief 

The Pearson conelation analysis shown in Tab1e5.12 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.472,which was more than 0.01 (0.472 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between people variable and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.111, it means that people elements and the 

corporate belief of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative relationship at 11.1 

percent at the 99 percent confident levels. 
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Hypothesis 2: 

H2o. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

H2i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Table 5.13: The Analysis of Relationship between Affect and Marketing Mix in 

Manufacturing Industry Using Correlation Coefficient 

Correlations between Affect and 7P ( Product,Price,Place,Promotion,Physical Evidence,Process,People ) 

Physical 
Product Price Place Promotion Evidence Process Peoph~ 

Affect Pearson Correlation .633*' .412*' .305* .246 .573*' .290 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .005 .044 .107 .000 .056 

N 44 44 44 44 44 44 

**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*.Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Product and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.13 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01 (0.000 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in con-elation between product variable and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 
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For the Pearson correlation at the 0.633, it means that product elements and 

the corporate users feeling of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship 

at the 63.3 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Price and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.13 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.005,which was less than 0.01 (0.005 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between price variable and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.412, it means that price element and the 

corporate users feeling of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 

the 41.2 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Place and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.13 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.044,which was less than 0.01 (0.044 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in co1Telation between place variable and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 
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For the Pearson correlation at the 0.305, it means that place element and the 

corporate users feeling of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 

the 30.5 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Promotion and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.13 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.107,which was more than 0.01 (0.107 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between promotion variable and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users feeling toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.246, it means that promotion element and 

the corporate users feeling of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative 

relationship at 24.6 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Physical Evidence and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.13 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01(0.000<0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between physical evidence variable 

and the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the physical evidence variable and the corporate users feeling 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 
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For the Pearson correlation at the 0.573, it means that physical evidence 

element and the corporate users feeling of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a 

positive relationship at 57.3 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Process and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.13 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.056,which was more than 0.01 (0.056 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between process variable and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.290, it means that process element and the 

corporate users feeling of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative relationship at 

29.0 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

People and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.13 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.008,which was less than 0.01 (0.008 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between people variable and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 
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For the Pearson correlation at the 0.396, it means that people element and the 

corporate users feeling of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 

39.6 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Hypothesis 3: 

H3o.There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

H3i. Tb ere is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Table 5.14: The Analysis of Relationship between Conation and Marketing Mix in 

Manufacturing Industry Using Correlation Coefficient 

Correlations between Conatlons and 7P ( Product,Price,Place,Promotion,Physical Evldence,Process,People) 

Product 
Co nations Pearson Correlation .511 " 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 44 

**·Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*.Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Product and Intend to use 

Price 
.291 

.056 

44 

Physical 
Place Promotion Evidence Process 

.476* .376* .480*' .234 

.001 .012 .001 .126 

44 44 44 44 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.14 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01(0.000 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between product variable and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.511, it means that product element and the 

corporate users intend to use of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive 

relationship at 51.1 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Price and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.14 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.056,which was more than 0.01 (0.056 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between price variable and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.291, it means that price element and the 

corporate users intend to use of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative 

relationship at 29.1 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Place and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.14 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.001 ,which was less than 0.01 (0.001 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between place variable and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.476, it means that place element and the 

corporate users intend to use of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive 

relationship 47.6 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Promotion and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.14 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.012,which was less than 0.01 (0.012 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between promotion variable and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users intend to use 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.376, it means that promotion element and 

the corporate users intend to use of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive 

relationship 37.6 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Physical Evidence and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.14 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.001,which was less than 0.01(0.001<0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in conelation between physical evidence variable 

and the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the physical evidence variable and the corporate users intend to 

use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.480, it means that physical evidence 

element and the corporate users intend to use of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a 

positive relationship 48.0 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Process and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in TableS.14 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.126,which was more than 0.01 (0.126 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between process variable and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson c01Telation at the 0.234, it means that process element and the 

corporate users intend to use of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative 

relationship 23.4 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

People and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.14 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.078,which was more than 0.01 (0.078 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between people variable and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.269, it means that people element and the 

corporate users intend to use of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative 

relationship 26.9 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Hypothesis 4: 

H4o. There is no relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and people) and 

the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

H4i. There is a relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and people) and 

the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Table 5.15: The Analysis of Relationship between each of marketing mix and the 

Corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1800 service in 

Manufacturing industry. 

Correlations 

Physical 
Product Price Place Promotion Evidence Process 

(Cognition, Pearson Correlation .705* .370* .336* .230 .547* .192 
Affect, Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
Conations) N 44 

**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*.Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

.013 

44 
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Product and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.15 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01 (0.000 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in con-elation between product variable and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson con-elation at the 0. 705, it means that product element and the 

corporate users attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 

70.5 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Price and Attitudes 
~ -

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.15 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.013,which was less than 0.01 (0.013 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between price variable and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson con-elation at the 0.370, it means that price element and the 

corporate users attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 

37.0 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 
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Place and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 5 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.026,which was less than 0.01 (0.026 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between place variable and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.336, it means that place element and the 

corporate users attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 

33.6 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Promotion and Attitudes 
~ -

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Tables .15 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.133,which was more than 0.01 (0.133 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between promotion variable and 

the corporate attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users attitude toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.230, it means that promotion element and 

the corporate users attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative 

relationship at 23.0 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 
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Physical Evidence and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 5 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01 (0.000 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between physical evidence variable 

and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the physical evidence variable and the corporate users attitude 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.547, it means that physical evidence 

element and the corporate users attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a 

positive relationship at 54. 7 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 

Process and Attitudes 

.,_.. -
The Pearson correlation an~lysis shown in Table5.15 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.212,which was more than 0.01 (0.212 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between process variable and 

the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson con-elation at the 0.192, it means that process element and the 

corporate users attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a negative relationship at 

19.2 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 
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People and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.15 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.032,which was less than 0.01 (0.032 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in conelation between people variable and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson conelation at the 0.323, it means that people element and the 

corporate attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 service have a positive relationship at 32.3 

percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Hypothesis 5: 
~ -

H5o. There is no relationship between the overall of marketing mix 

variable and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service 

variable in manufacturing industry. 

H5i. There is a relationship between the overall of marketing mix 

variable and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service 

variable in manufacturing industry. 
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Table 5.16: The Analysis of Relationship between overall of marketing mix and the 

corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1800 service in 

manufacturing industry. 

Correlations 

( Coqnition, Affect, Conations I 
(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Pearson Correlation .544* 
Evidence, Process, People ) Sig. (2-tailed) .000 

N 44 

••. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 6 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01 (0.000 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between the overall of marketing 

mix variable and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service 

variable in manufacturing industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the overall of marketing mix variable and the corporate users 

attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

For the Pearson conelation at the 0.544, it means that the overall of marketing 

mix and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in 

manufacturing industry have a positive relationship at 54.4 percent at the 99 percent 

confident level. 
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Group II: The marketing mix variable and the attitudes of corporate users toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

Hypothesis 6: 

H6o. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

H6i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Table 5.17: The Analysis of Relationship between Cognitions and Marketing Mix in 

Manufacturing Industry Using C01Telation Coefficient -

Correlations between Cognitions and 7P ( Product,Price,Place,Promotion,Physical Evldence,Process,People ) 

Physical 
Product Price Place Promotion Evidence Process People 

Cognitions Pearson Correlation .427 .038 .043 .217 .495* .279 .312 
Sig. (2-tailed} .061 .873 .858 .358 .026 .234 .181 
N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

*·Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed}. ~~ 

Product and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown m Table5. l 7 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.061,which was more than 0.01 (0.061 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between product variable and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.427, it means that the product and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 42. 7 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Price and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 7 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.873,which was more than 0.01 (0.873 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in conelation between price variable and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.038, it means that the price and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 3.8 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Place and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 7 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.858,which was more than ·0.01 (0.858 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in con-elation between place variable and the 

corporate belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.043, it means that the place and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 4.3 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Promotion and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.l 7 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.358,which was more than 0.01 (0.358 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between promotion variable and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson con-elation at the 0.217, it means that the promotion and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 21. 7 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Physical Evidence and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5 .17 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.026,which was less than 0.01(0.026 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between the physical evidence 

variable and the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the physical evidence . variable and the corporate users belief 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.495, it means that the physical evidence 

and the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry 

have a positive relationship at 49.5 percent at the 95 confident level. 

Process and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 7 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.234,which was more than 0.01 (0.234 > 0.01} indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between process variable and 

the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process varinble and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 10800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson co1Telation at the 0.279, it means that the process and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

positive relationship at 27 .9 percent at the 95 confident level. 

People and Belief 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.17 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.181,which was more than 0.01 (0.181 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant differenci:: in correlation between people variable and the 

corporate belief toward TA Freephone 10800 service variable in service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 

Freephone 10800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.312, it means that the people and the 

corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

positive relationship at 31.2 percent at the 95 confident level. 

Hypothesis 7: 

H7o. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

H7i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

Table 5.18: The Analysis of Relationship between Affect and Marketing Mix in 

Service Industry Using Correlation Coefficient 

Correlations between Affect and 7P ( Product,Price,Place,Promotion,Physical Evidence,Process,People) 

Physical 
Product Price Place Promotion Evidence Process People 

Affect Pearson Correlation .646* .327 .303 -.069 .405 .095 .2~l9 

Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .160 .195 .772 .076 .689 ,3·11 

N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Product and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 8 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.002,which was less than 0.01 (0.002 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between the product variable and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.646, it means that the product and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

positive relationship at 64.6 percent at the 99 confident level. 

Price and Feeling 
~ -

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.18 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.160,which was more than 0.01 (0.160 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between price variable and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.327, it means that the price and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 32. 7 percent at the 99 confident level. 
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Place and Feeling 

The Pearson co1Telation analysis shown in Tahle5. l 8 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.195,which was more than 0.01 (0.195 > O.Ol)indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between place variable and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.303, it means that the place and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 30.3 percent at the 99 confident level. 

Promotion and Feeling 
~ -

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.18 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.772,which was more than 0.01 (0.772 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between promotion variable and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. tl'el 
Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users feeling toward 

TA Freephone 1..:800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.069, it means that the promotion and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 6.9 percent at the 99 confident level. 
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Physical Evidence and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 8 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.076,which was more than 0.01 (0.076 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between physical evidence 

variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable 

in service industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the physical evidence variable and the corporate users feeling 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.405, it means that the physical evidence 

and the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service 

industry have a negative relationship at 40.5 percent at the 99 confident level. 

Process and Feeling -
The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5. l 8 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.689,which was more than 0.01 (0.689 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between process variable and 

the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.095, it means that the process and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Frei:;phone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 9.5 percent at the 99 confident level. 
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People and Feeling 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.18 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.311,which was moff than 0.01 (0.311 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between people variable and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.239, it means that the people and the 

corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 23.9 percent at the 99 confident level. 

Hypothesis 8: 
~ -

H8o. There is no relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1800 service variable in 

service industry. 

H8i. There is a relationship between each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidenee, Process and People) and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1800 service variable in 

se1·vice industry. 
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Table 5.19: The Analysis of Relationship between Conation and Marketing Mix in 

Service Industry Using C01Telation Coefficient 

Correlations between Conations and 7P ( Product,Price,Place,Promotion,Physical Evidence,Process,People) 

Physical 
Product Price Place Promotion Evidence Process Peool13 

Conations Pearson Correlation .529* .431 .535* .010 .218 .042 -.Ofl5 
Sig. (2-tailed) .017 .058 .015 .966 .355 .859 .7B5 
N 20 20 20 20 20 20 ~~o 

*.Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Product and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.19 with a 2-tailed 

significance of0.017,which was less than 0.01 (0.017 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in con-elation between the product variable and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.529, it means that the product and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry 

have a positive relationship at 52.9 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Price and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.19 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.058,which was more than 0.01 (0.058 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the price variable and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson conelation at the 0.431, it means that the price and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry 

have a negative relationship at 43.1 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Place and Intend to use 

The Pearson conelation analysis shown in Table5.19 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.015,which was less than 0.01 (0.015 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in c01rnlation between the place variable and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.535, it means that the place and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry 

have a positive relationship at 53.5 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Promotion and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.19 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.966,which was more than 0.01 (0.966 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the promotion variable 

and the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users intend to use 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.010, it means that the promotion and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry 

have a negative relationship at 1.0 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Physical Evidence and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.19 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.355,which was more than 0.01 (0.355 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the physical evidence 

variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service 

variable in service industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the physical evidence variable and the corporate users intend to 

use toward TA Freephone 1800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson conelation at the 0.218, it means that the physical evidence 

and the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service 

industry have a negative relationship at 21.8 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Process and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5 .19 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.859,which was more than 0.01 (0.859 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the process variable 

and the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.042, it means that the process and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry 

have a negative relationship at 4.2 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

People and Intend to use 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.19 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.785,which was more than 0.01 (0.785 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the people variable and 

the corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users intend to use toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.065, it means that the people and the 

corporate users intend to use toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry 

have a negative relationship at 6.5 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 
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Hypothesis 9: 

H9o. There is no relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

H9i. There is a relationship between the each of marketing mix variable 

(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical Evidence, Process and People) and 

the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

Table 5.20: The Analysis of Relationship between each of marketing mix and the 

corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in Service 

industry. 

~ 
Correlations -,---

Physical 
Product Price Place Promotion Evidence Process People 

Cognition, Pearson Correlation .771* .387 .429 .074 .534* .197 .2~~8 
Affect, Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .091 .059 .757 .015 .404 .333 
ConaUons N 20' 20 20 20 20 20 w 

**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

".Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level {2-tailed). o! ~o\ 

"'fl1at1ai\i\\I Product and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5 .20 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.000,which was less than 0.01 (0.000 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between the product variable and 

the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the product variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service va1iable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.771, it means that the product and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

positive relationship at the 0.771 or 77.1 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Price and Attitudes 

The Pearson co1relation analysis shown in Table 5.20 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.091,which was more than 0.01 (0.091 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the price variable and 

the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the price variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.387, it means that the price and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 38. 7 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Place and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.20 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.059,which was more than 0.01 (0.059 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the place variable and 

the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the place variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson conelation at the 0.429, it means that the place and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 42.9 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Promotion and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.20 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.757,which was more than 0.01 (0.757 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the promotion variable 

and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the promotion variable and the corporate users attitude toward 

TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson conelation at the 0.074, it means that the promotion and the 

corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 7.4 percent at the 9 5 percent confident level. 

Physical Evidence and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.20 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.015,which was less than 0.01 (0.015 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in conelation between the physical evidence 

variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable 

in service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the physical evidence variable and the corporate users attitude 

toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.534, it means that the physical evidence 

and the corporate users attitude toward Freephone 1800 service in service industry 

have a positive relationship at 53.4 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Process and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table 5.20 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.404,which was more than 0.01 (0.404 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the process variable 

and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 

service industry. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the process variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson coITelation at the 0.197, it means that the process and the 

corporate users attitude toward Freephone 1800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 19.7 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

People and Attitudes 

The Pearson correlation analysis shown in Table5.20 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.333,which was more than 0.01 (0.333 > 0.01) indicated that there 

was a statistically significant difference in correlation between the people variable and 

the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 

industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted which means that there is no 

relationship between the people variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 

Freephone 1800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.228, it means that the people and the 

corporate users attitude toward Freephone 1800 service in service industry have a 

negative relationship at 22.8 percent at the 95 percent confident level. 

Hypothesis 10: 

HlOo. There is no relationr,hip between the overall of marketing mix 

variable and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service 

variable in service industry. 

HlOi. There is a relationship between the overall of marketing mix 

variable and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service 

variable in service industry. -
Table 5.21: The Analysis of Relationship between overall of marketing mix and the 

corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in Service 

industry. 

* Correlations 

( Coi:inition, Affect, Conations ) 
(Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Pearson Correlation .616*' 
Physical Evidence, Process, People ) Sig. (2-tailed) .004 

N 20 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

The Pearson coffelation analysis shown m Table 5.21 with a 2-tailed 

significance of 0.004,which was less than 0.01 (0.004 < 0.01) indicated that there was 

a statistically significant difference in correlation between the overall of marketing 

mix variable and the corporate users nl!i!udcs toward A Freephone 1-800 service 

variable in service industry. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected which means that there is a 

relationship between the overall of marketing mix variable and the corporate users 

attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

For the Pearson correlation at the 0.616, it means that the overall of marketing 

mix and the corporate users attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 service in service 

industry have a positive relationship at 61.6 percent at the 99 percent confident level. 
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Summary of Results from Hypotheses Testing 

Table 5.22: Summary of Results from Hypothesis Testing in Manufacturing Industry 

Ht.lo) There is no relationship between the product 
variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

Hl .2o) There is no relationship between the price variable 
and the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 
1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

Hl.3o) There is no relationship between the place variable 
and the corporate users belief toward TA Frecphone 
1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

HI .40) There is no relationship between the promotion 
variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H 1.5o) There is no relationship between the physical 
evidence variable and the corporate users belief toward 
TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

Hl .60) There is no relationship between the process 
variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

Hl.7o) There is no relationship between the people 
variable and the corporate users belier toward TA 
Freephone 1-00 service variable in rn::nufocturing 
industry. 

H2.lo) There is no relati onship between the product 
variable and the corporate users feel ing toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manu facturing 
industry. 

.000 Reject 

.203 Accept 

.665 Accept 

.757 Accept 

.058 Accept 

.636 Accept 

.472 Accept 

.000 Reject 

>-----------~~--~---~·~----;------;-------! 

H2.2o) There is no relationship between the pri ce variable .005 Reject 
and the corporate users feeling towarr ! TA Free-phone 
1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

H2.3o) There is no relationship between the place variable .044 Reject 

and the corporate users feeling tow;ll' '. ~_TJ\ F1w~p_ho_1_1e _ _ ~-----~-----~ 
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1-800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

H2.4o) There is no relationship between the promotion 
variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H2.5o) There is no relationship between the physical 
evidence variable and the corporate users feeling toward 
TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H2.6o) There is no relationship between the process 
variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H2.7o) There is no relationship between the people 
variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H3. lo) There is no relationship between the product 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H3.2o) There is no relationship between the price variable 
and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H3.3o) There is no relationship between the place variable 
and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H3 .40) There is no relationship between the promotion 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H3.5o) There is no relationship between the physical 
evidence variable and the corporate users intend to use 
toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in 
manufacturing industty. 

H3 .60) There is no relationship between the process 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industr . 
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.107 Accept 

.000 Reject 

.056 Accept 

.008 Reject 

.000 Reject 

.056 Accept 

Reject 

.012 Reject 

.001 Reject 

.126 Accept 



H3.7o) There is no relationship between the people .078 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H4.1 o) There is no relationship between the product 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H4.2o) There is no relationship between the price variable 
and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-
800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

H.4.3o) There is no relationship between the place variable 
and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-
800 service variable in manufacturing industry. 

H4.4o) There is no relationship between the promotion 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone I -800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H4.5o) There is no relationship between the physical 
evidence variable and the corporate users attitude toward 
TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H4.6o) There is no relationship between the process 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

H4.7o) There is no relationship between the people 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in manufacturing 
industry. 

.000 

.013 

.026 

.133 

.000 

.212 

.032 

H5o) There is no relationship between overall marketing .000 
mix( Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical 
Evidence, Process, People ) and attitude in 
Manufacturing Industry 

**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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Reject 
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Reject 
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Table 5.23: Summary of Results from Hypothesis Testing in Service Industry 

H6.lo) There is no relationship between the product 
variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H6.2o) There is no relationship between the price variable 
and the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 
1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H6.3o) There is no relationship between the place variable 
and the corporate users belief toward TA Freephone 1-800 
service variable in service industry. 

H6.4o) There is no relationship between the promotion 
variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H6.5o) There is no relationship between the physical 
evidence variable and the corporate users belief toward 
TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H6.6o) There is no relationship between the process 
variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H6.7o) There is no relationship between the people 
variable and the corporate users belief toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H7. lo) There is no relationship between the product 
variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

.061 

.873 

.858 

.358 

.026 

.234 

.181 

H7 .2o) There is no relationship between the price variable .160 
and the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 
1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H7 .3o) There is no relationship between the place variable .195 
and the corporate users feeling toward TA Freephone 1-
800 service variable in service industry. 

H7.4o) There is no relationship between the promotion .772 
variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H7.5o) There is no relationship between the physical .076 
evidence variable and the corporate users feelin toward 
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TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H7.6o) There is no relationship between the process .689 
variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H7. 7 o) There is no relationship between the promotion .311 
variable and the corporate users feeling toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H8. lo) There is no relationship between the product .017 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H8.2o) There is no relationship between the price variable .058 
and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H8.3o) There is no relationship between the place variable .015 
and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H8.4o) There is no relationship between the promotion .966 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H8.5o) There is no relationship between the physical .355 
evidence variable and the corporate users intend to use 
toward TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service 
industry. 

H8.6o) There is no relationship between the process .859 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H8.7o) There is no relationship between the people .785 
variable and the corporate users intend to use toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H9.lo) There is no relationship between the product .000 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industty. 

H9.2o) There is no relationship between the price variable .091 
and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-
800 service variable in service industry. 

H9.3o) There is no relationship between the place variable .059 
and the corporate users attitude toward TA Freephone 1-
800 service variable in service indus 
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H9.4o) There is no relationship between the promotion .757 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H9.5o) There is no relationship between the physical .015 
evidence variable and the corporate users attitude toward 
TA Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H9.6o) There is no relationship between the process .404 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

H9.7o) There is no relationship between the people .333 
variable and the corporate users attitude toward TA 
Freephone 1-800 service variable in service industry. 

HlOo) There is no relationship between overall marketing .004 
mix( Product, Price, Place, Promotion, Physical 
Evidence, Process, People) and attitude in service 
industry. 

* *. Correlation is significant at the 0. 01 level (2-tailed) 
*. C01Telation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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CHAPTER6 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this chapter, the finding of the descriptive analysis and the ten hypotheses 

are summarized. The first part of the summary is the result of the descriptive analysis 

of the study and hypotheses testing. The second part are recommendations that 

composed of suggestions for further study and practical implications. 

Summary of The results of the descriptive analysis of the study 

Figure 6.1: The Respondents 

Kind of Business 

Rows 
II Manufacturing 

II Service 

The respondents of this research are the corporate users who are using TA 

Freephone 1-800 service. There are 44 respondents in manufacturing industry, which 

is 68.8% of all respondents, and 20 respondents in service industry, which is 31.2%. 
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The result of statistic analysis of cognition element, both manufacturing and 

service industries agree that TA Freephone 1-800 service is reliable, economical and 

customized its service to their needs. In the area of affect, both manufacturing and 

service industries feel good, happy to use TA Freephone 1-800 service. They also feel 

that the overall performance of TA Freephone 1-800 service is excellence. In the area 

of conation, both manufacturing and service industries prefer to use TA Freephone 

1-800 service rather than other serviced providers and would like to recommend this 

service to other businesses. 

Conceming the seven marketing mix elements, in the area of product, both 

manufacturing and service industries strongly agree that the use of TA Freephone 1-

800 service is a requirement for their business and TA Freephone 1-800 service is a 

good pleasure for them. They also agree that TA Freephone 1-800 service is the 

solution to their problems, enhances their business competency and increases their 

business productivity. In the area of price, both manufacturing and service industries 

agree that TA Freephone 1-800 service price rate is reasonable, when compared with 

the service fees and quality. In the area of place, both of manufacturing and service 

industries agree that they prefer applying TA Freephone 1-800 service through sales 

representatives and Internet. As for call center, they are indifferent. In the area of 

promotion, both manufacturing and service industries agree that there are various 

media to provide the information about TA Freephone 1-800 service and TA 

Freephone 1-800 service has various sales promotion, they have no opinion 

conceming seeing frequently the advertising campaign. In the area of physical 

evidence, manufacturing industry agrees that TA Freephone 1-800 service name 

recognition influences their decision in using this service, there are many site 

references in TA Freephone 1-800 service ai1d IS0-9002 recognition influences their 
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decision in using this service. Service industry agree that TA Freephone 1-800 service 

name recognition influence their decision in using this service and IS0-9002 

recognition influence their decision in using this service. As for the site reference 

service industry is neutral. In the area of process, both manufacturing industry and 

service industry disagrees that application of the service is complicated. They agree 

that TA Freephone 1-800 service staffs could give solution and information in time. 

The last area is people, manufacturing industry agrees that sales representatives gives 

them adequate information and they are also knowledgeable about their work. For 

service industry, they are indifferent as regards to information given by sale 

representatives. They disagree that sales representatives inform enough infomiation of 

TA Freephone 1-800 service but they agree that sales representatives are 

knowledgeable. 

Conclusion of Hypotheses Testing 

Manufacturing Industry 

The result from testing of the first hypothesis to the fifth one to find the 

relationship between the seven marketing mix and attitude of TA Freephone corporate 

users in manufacturing industry shows that in the area of product, there is a 

relationship between cognition, affect, conation and product. In the area of price, there 

is a relationship between affect and price in positive moderate relationship. In the area 

of place, there are relationships between affect, conation and place in the positive 

weak and moderate respectively. In the area of promotion, there is a relationship 

between conation and promotion in positive weak relationship. In the area of physical 

evidence, there are relationships between affect, conation and physical evidence in 

positive moderate relationship. In the area of people, there is a relationship between 

affect and people in positive weak relationship. There is no relationship between 
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cognition, affect, conation and process. In the area of attitude and seven marketing 

mix, there are relationships between attitude and product, price, place, physical 

evidence and people. There are no relationship between Promotion, Process and 

attitudes. The last one is the area of the attitude and overall of 7Ps, there is a 

relationship between attitude and 7Ps in the positive moderate relationship. These are 

tabulated as follow: 

Table 5.24: Summary of the relationship between the seven marketing mix and 

attitudes of TA Freephone 1-800 service of corporate users in 

Hypothesis Product Price Place Promotion Physical Process People Overall 
Evidence Marketing 

Mix 

~ .: 

---
HJ :Cognitions Strong 

:::,; 
-~ 
-~ 

H2: Affect Strong Moderate Weak Modcralc Weak 

' I~ 

H3: Conations Moderate " Moderate Weak Moderate 

:~~ 
1~., 

1{ 
1.1~ 

H4: Attitudes Strong Weak Weak Moderate Weak 

l-IS:Attitudes Moderate 
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Service Industry 

The result from testing of the sixth hypothesis to the tenth to find the 

relationship between the seven marketing mix and attitude of TA Freephone 1-800 

service of corporate users in service industry shows that in the area of product, there 

are relationships between affect, conation and product in positive strong and moderate 

relationship in respectively. In the area of place, there is a relationship between 

conation and place in positive moderate relationship. In the area of physical evidence, 

there is a relationship between cognition and physical evidence in positive moderate 

relationship. There are no relationship between cognition, affect, conation and price, 

promotion, process and also people. In the area of the attitude and seven marketing 

mix, there are relationships between attitude and product, physical evidence in 

positive strong and moderate relationship respectively. There are no relationship 

between attitudes and price, place, promotion, process and people. The last one is the 

area of the attitude and overall of 7Ps, there is a relationship between attitude and 7Ps 

in the positive strong relationship. These are also could be tabulated as follow: 
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Table 5.25: Summary of the relationship between the seven marketing mix and 

attitudes of TA Freephone 1-800 service of corporate users in service 

industry. 

Hypothesis Product 

H6:Cognitions 

H7: Affect Strong 

H8: Conations Moderate 

H9: Attitudes Strong 

HlO:Attitudes 

Recommendations 

Price 

~ 
.....,. 

A 
----

* ~ 

Place Promotion Physical Process People 
Evidence 

Moderate 

i\1-x E I 
Moderate ~ 

Moderate 

J 

4 
I~ ( 
I~ 

~ 1;-r 

* 
Based on the fact that telecommunication business in Thailand still has big 

opportunity for growth, competition is becoming more intense both from the existing 

rivalries and the threat of new entrants, customer attitudes which is directly related to 

customer satisfaction, service marketing seems to be the solution for corporations to 

plan for their strategies. 
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Services often reqmre a different marketing strategy because of the 

characteristics that make them distinct from products. In order to manage these 

characteristics, service marketers could develope the 7P strategy for initiating more 

efficient service marketing strategy. 

Product 

TA Freephone 1-800 service sale representatives should be knowledgeable 

regarding the requirements of each type of their customers. Knowing the exact needs 

can be of tremendous assistance to the company in developing their product to match 

up with customers' need. The result of this study provides the information on 

significant product relationship relating to the corporate attitudes both m 

manufacturing and service industries. TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. should pay more 

attention to the features of the product, which should have more varieties to maintain 

and retain the customers. -,... 
Price ~ 

Today, corporate users agree that the price rate of this service is reasonable 

when compared to the quality of the service. To satisfy customers to continue using 

the service TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. should be able to create a strategy for pricing 

elements. For example, the company should create a new program or a new service 

rate for each kind of industry or each kind of business as different kind of businesses 

has different kinds of usage. 
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Place 

TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. should be concerned with creating a channel that 

would be easily accessible to the corporate users in using the service. The respondents 

who provide positive answers agree to apply this service through sales representatives 

and the Internet. These are the people that TelecomAsia should be most concerned. 

Moreover, TelecomAsia should change the role of the call center to be more helpful 

and informative in accepting calls regarding problems from customers. 

Promotion 

TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. should advertise more through vanous media to 

provide information, as TA Freephone 1-800 is the newest service of TelecomAsia. 

The company should educate the users about what this product is, what the benefits 

are and how this product can enhance their businesses and etc. Moreover, 

TelecomAsia should off er extended services to the users. The other technique is to 

organize events and seminars relating to providing information about this service and 

inviting member of the companies that use this service as key speakers. This 

technique can gain new customers and TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. will come to know the 

potential customers who exist in the market. 

Physical Evidence 

From the result of the study, corporate users agree that name recognition 

through ISO 9002 has influenced the making of decisions to use this service. 

TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. should announce the site reference in the advertisements that 

can entice customers to use this service. If TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. can provide more 

education regarding the site reference to customers, it will increase TelecomAsia Co., 

Ltd. corporate users. 
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Process 

TelecomAsia Co., Ltd should reduce some complicated and unnecessary 

processes to provide quick and easy convenience for customers. TelecomAsia Co., 

Ltd. should design the work instruction process that eliminates the complicated tasks. 

Each department such as sales, engineering or call center should have clear and 

precise work instructions. 

People 

TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. should set up training programs for sales 

representatives and related staff that provides services to customers. The program 

should include general knowledge of TA Freephone 1-800 service, service mind, 

negotiation and sales call process. Having a knowledgeable and efficient staff and 

sales representatives can help the company increase its productivity and revenue. 

According to the analysis results, there are four main points that the researcher 

would like to strongly recommend for continuous improvement possibilities for 

TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. The first is the promotion; TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. has weak 

promotion campaign in both manufacturing and service industry. TelecomAsia Co., 

Ltd. should educate and info1m the public about TA Freephone 1-800 service. For 

example, the company should provide for government organizations to use the service 

as social public service hot line to provide information to consumers. In generating 

physical evidence in service marketing the company can gain access to the public and 

educate them. In this way the physical evidence will be increased automatically. 

Regarding the process, TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. being a telecommunication service 

provider should provide timely and efficient response performance. The call center 

should be manned 24 hours, 7 days a week. Moreover, the information or the process 

that can be processed via Internet or website is beneficial as it can save time and cost 
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for both TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. and customers. The last issue, which is very important 

is people. As staff and sales representatives are the people who encounter the 

customers daily, their first good impression is essential in influencing the customers 

to use this product. Moreover, sales representatives and staff should be 

knowledgeable with regards to TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

Finally, as attitudes can change all the time, it is imperatives for TelecomAsia 

Co., Ltd. to keep in touch with customers to understand the changes in consumer 

behavior because this product is new and needs improvement and development to 

provide customer satisfaction. 

Further Study 

TA Freephone 1-800 is a new product of TelecomAsia Co., Ltd. It has few 

customers in both of manufacturing and service industries. Therefore, it is 

recommended to future researchers to investigate more respondents in each industry. 

The studies should also focus on the differences in the attitudes of manufacturing and 

service industries in the area of marketing mix as well as on the applications of each 

business. 
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Questionnaires to Study Attitudes of Corporate user toward 
TA Freephone 1-800 service in Thailand 

This questionnaire is a partial of fulfillment of the requirement for the Degree of Master of Business 

Administration Assumption University. 

Please indicate your opinion as to extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements 

of your attitudes toward TA Freephonel-800 service remember that there are no right or wrong 

answers-research is interested in the numbers that show your attitudes toward TA Freephone 1-800 

service in Bangkok. 

Part I: General Data 

l .What kind of your business company? 

----- Advertising \ ----- Food and Beverage 

----- AirlinesTelemarketing ----- Factory 

----- Banking ----- Healthcare 

----- Communication ----- Insurance 

----- Chemical Pharmacy ----- Propeity 

----- Others 

Part II: Attitudes toward use TA Freephone 1-800 service 

Strongly Disagree (SD) 

Disagree (DA) 

Neutral (N) 

Agree (AG) 

Strongly Agree (SA) 

Cognitions 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1) TA Freephone 1-800 service is reliable in its service. 

2) TA Freephone 1-800 service economical than other 

service provider. 

3) TA Freephone 1-800 service is able to customize its 

service to your needs. 

Affect 

4) When you use TA Freephone 1-800 service, you feel 

good. 

5) You are very happy to be using TA Freephone 1-800 

service for your business. 

6) The overall performance TA Freephone 1-800 service 

is excellent. 

SD DA 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

N AG SA 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 



Conations 

7) You prefer use TA Freephone 1-800 service for your 

business more than you use other service provider. 

8) You are often reconunending TA Freephone 1-800 

service to other business associates. 

9) You want to try other service provider. 

Part III : Service Marketing Mix 

Product 

IO) Using TA Freephone 1-800 service is a requirement 

for your business. 

11) Using TA Freephone 1-800 service is the solution 

for your problems. 

R1 12) Using TA Freephone 1-800 service enhance your 

business competency 

13) Using TA Freephone 1-800 service has increased 

your business productivity. 

14) Using TA Freephone 1-800 service is a good pleasure 

for your customers. 

Price 

15) TA Freephone 1-800 service rate is reasonable price. 

16) Compare service fees and quality for TA Freephone 1-800 I 

service acceptable to your need. 

17) At the price shown, I would consider use TA Freephone 

1-800 service. 

Place 

18) You prefer to apply TA Freephone 1-800 service 

through sales representatives. 

19) You prefer to apply TA Freephone 1-800 service 

through call center. 

20) If there is internet service to apply this service, 

you prefer to use it. 

Promotion 

21) The Ad campaigns for TA Freephone 1-800 service 

are seen frequently. 

22) There are various media to provide the information 

about TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 



23) TA Freephone 1-800 service has various sales promotion. l 

Physical Evidence 

24) TA Freephone 1-800 service name recognition influence 

you decision in using this service. 

25) There are many site references in TA Freephone 1-800 

service. 

26) ISO 9002 recognition influenceyou decision in using 

TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

Process 

27) To apply TA Freephone 1-800 service is complicated. 

28) TA Freephone 1-800 service staffs give solution 

for you just in time, when you have a problems. 

29) When you need TA Freephone 1-800 service 

information, our staff provide for you just in time. 

People 

30) Sales representatives informing you about the information I 

of TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

31) Sales representatives inform enough information of 

TA Freephone 1-800 service. 

32) Sales representatives are knowledgeable in TA Freephone l 

1-800 service. 

* ~ 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 



Questionnaires to Study Attitudes of Corporate user toward 
TA Freephone 1-800 service in Thailand 

11uu~rnuo111fld'lud1u11i1~'1J~H1l'lu1i1l~1rtfs::~u11111-Uru<ti9l 111111l'ltmiutitlff'lli'qi (ABAC) 

0 6 d • • d 11 "' , • d 11 ~ ~ • , .J' .: ~ 6 I 11"1 .i 
0~(111 rn111111mn'll9l11Jfl11lJf19lm11'1JtHmin1 ll1l1~1m1 rn hmni~nu fltJ'lltlf1111J9ltl hJu mu1ou fl111Jfl9l fl111J t non 

vh11li9it>u1ms TA Freephone 1-800 'hilifi19ltill~\)mrrtiN9l f1~u~t>401rn1mf11111fi9l1if 11/m111fiYo'lltN~~ltl\Jll\J\J 

trn1Jt'l11Jl~ll1ft1J\Jlf11S TA Freephone 1-800 'luvf11~f1~4lYll~'1 uhtf 11. 

1h11~ 1: General Data 
l. u!li'wut:mht1~9lti~1u~sn11111J1JL9l? 

----- hnrnn 

----- mu011ii11 

----- till1fl1S 

----- ~solltmStitl11 

4 A ----- tl1111SUtl::lflstH9llJ 

----- iH41tl~9l'tf111mrn 

----- ~1 nmntJ1ft1Ji!'llfl1'1'1 

----- i.h::tiuno 

~ \" ----- .u..,;,.;.o "'~ ~ 
----- lf11JtHU'¥1 

A 
----- tlll'l 

d111~ 2 : Attitudes toward use TA Freephone 1-800 service 
'hhil11vi'1vei~1~t~ (SD) 1 
1iJ11~uvi'1t1 (DA) 2 

l~Hl'l (N) 3 

1i111v1'10 (AG) 4 

5 
SD DA 

Cognition 
1) u!ms TA Freephone l -800 1i'.111u1011~ti11~tiiia 'IA' 2 

2) u1on TA Freephone 1-800 1i'l11ufon~~lJfl1lJ1flffll 2 

3) u1011 TA Freephone 1-800 ff1u1rniJl'rniJ~v11 'lv)'mlJ 2 

Affect 

4) l'i1ufiY0~1dt1Hu1ms TA Freephone 1-800 2 

5) vi1ufifom>'l111umsH'u1m1 TA Freephone 1-800 2 

6) i9l tJtnl'ln1Jl'i111fun11u!01s TA Freephone 1-800 ~ 2 

N AG SA 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 



Co nation 

7) Yi11mel11~11::Wuim1 TA Freephone 1-800 1J1nn11 2 3 4 5 

8) ltlllllll::il1us flll TA Freephone 1-8001ttii'u~6iio~liY1Jt> 2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

filll~ 3: Service Marketing Mix 

Product 

10) uim1 TA Freephone 1-800 i1'lll11sm1~utn11J~11~ll 2 3 4 5 

11) us ml TA Freephone 1-800 1i'Juusm1~1Y1u1rnufl'l'U 1 2 3 4 5 

12) usm~ TA Freephone 1-800 11'limsrm~1~mh::iYl'ln 2 3 4 5 

srn~ 1tt ii'uus~l'l'lHNYi111 -
13) usflls TA Freephone 1-800 li1WuswY1'lle~Yi11~n 2 3 4 5 

'IJI .:.. .I lltJ l'llV.UlJlfl'Ull 

14) ustm TA Freephone 1-800 1i'lllus011~1Yf 1~fl11lJ 2 3 4 5 

Price 

15) 11f11'Ue~usfll'l TA Freephone l-8001i'l1mn1~rnm::ff1J 2 3 4 5 

16) 1rlflnnou1~tJm1mtiu~t1m1Vi1wmhi'11s01'.i TA Freephone 2 3 4 5 

1-800 iifl11umJJ1::ff1J 

2 3 4 5 

1-800 



Place 

18) ri1i1iiti11uwt:i1'01um1'\JvH117m1 TA Freephone 1-800 2 3 4 5 

19) limiim1m~t:i i'll iimmlil i'li'us1m TA Freephone 1-800 2 3 4 5 

fi1u!J'u6rrn1~usm1( Call Center) 

20) li1t1ilf111um1hn1111ilmnlili'*u'fou TA Freephone 1-800 2 3 4 5 

fi1ulnternet 

Promotion 

21) 1'4JlHU1'\JiN1JStll$ TA Freephone 1-800 !'l'llJ1Hl111J 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1-800 

23) u1m1 TA Freephone 1-800 1~1rn1ms~i1rnm5ff~tl.1'11J 2 3 4 5 

n wu wli 'Im 1 mm l!J -
Physical Evidence 

24) ri11uiJ~miYv~'\JtMus1111 TA Freephone 1-800 uoVJilmi 2 3 4 5 

25) u11111 TA Freephone 1-800 1~uus11u~ilm111Jn 2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

Process 

27) 1111'\J~:Musrm TA Freephone 1-800 u4i191m111&'11•;v11 2 3 4 5 

28) 11i'1l!u1~'\Ju~11sm1 TA Freephone 1-800 n-1mrnuti"hi 2 3 4 5 

i1tym1ll'ri11J'MhnTe11~1mmn-u 

29) 1rlB'li1u~a~mrn11u~ui,i'1us1111 TA Freephone 1-800 2 3 4 5 



People 

2 3 4 5 

TA Freephone 1-800 

2 3 4 5 

TA Freephone 1-80011'1'eili1~LVla~l'Hl 

32) 'l'fUfM1U'\11tJJJf1111Jf1~a1nuu1n11 TA Freephone 1-800 2 3 4 5 
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Corporate Users of TA Freephone 1-800 service 

1 800295000 AIA 

2 1800295570 Effem Thailand 

3 1800295558 FMP Distribution Limited 

4 1800295516 Michelin Group 

5 1 800295588 Nestle 

6 1800295545 P&G 

7 1800295547 PC Zone 

8 1800295523 S.Y.K. Factory & Products 

9 1800826826 TA Orange 

10 1800295504 United Factory 

11 

1 2 1800295519 n1~Lf!fei (1'YlmLf!ui;i') 

1 3 

14 

15 1800295525 fil1B~L~61 

16 

1 7 1800295578 L'l~cy1f111i.i ~1rl111 

18 1800295531 tleJ\j'HU 1.l'l1L61B{a 

19 

20 1800295530 ~fll'i' Pl'Yl 

21 1800295502 ii.La Lfil~FlBfl~ (1979) 

22 1800295507 ii~hl L'W~U 

23 1800295585 L'YlEJfI3-l ( tl".i::LYIA1YleJ ) 

24 1800295555 1m1u1Yi-w6 

25 

26 1800295555 1m.111In 

27 1800295595 m".i1t1n!a1nf!tl".i::n".ti'ei 

28 1800295509 u1"w1\I nf!1au11tl 

29 
I d 

1800295572 'l!Cl!l11ll'IL".itHI 2544 

30 1800295550 tli;1Y1.~1Y1u1ein1~5".i'rnt11m 

31 1800295527 LL'll~VJmeHHlLLfili 

32 

33 



35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

Corporate Users of TA Freephone 1-800 service 

o a 
1800295506 ~UFl'W7B'WL'WBlil 

1800295538 ~LUEl°"L3-llil~F1eJti (th::mAL'YlU) 

1800295505 71?l1!/7a 

1800295579 ~Ln (tb::L'11Flh1EJ) 

1800295518 1-:im.p11a 

1800295590 17'NA 

1000295580 ae.mn'.taau eJ1ueJ'l-l.!ii 

1800295525 amtw'Ylatmrt1 
d 

180029551 3 a'l'l~LUEJU 

1800295528 a'l'\a&lmm:i{ 

1000295511 'l'l~n'Yl-r'Wu ;Jlilm7nail'l'l'Wrrn r1'r'l171vm 

1800295515 'l'l~n'Yl'r-wu out11~ 

1800295554 m>-1~n'" 1r;i'w)u 1ufavh3-1 

54 1800295561 m3-1~fi'u Lontim~a(1r1eJ) 

55 

56 

57 1800295510 B1'\J1Aff ~Fltf 

58 1800295500 B1'\J1~a 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 1800295541 tmwn<fi'lf11v1 LLatl (hw) 

64 
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' .• •· '. ' ·"'"'/>'·•:·:~.·-~· ... ·.·· · ~····~ ....• ,.: .... ,~.,~ . . ~ .... ,., .... 

:? J. T v :\ N '• .·· ;-; :-~ : ' ... ~= [ ::~. ,, ., :·: "' .:, · .. .. 

.. 0 t,,·J.1 ~~Lat:i~tj cs 

!.:iCtiJ e Scale Corrected 
l-'.e<,n Var i.a.nce Item- AJpha 

i.: l tem · i.f Ite:n ·:·otal if Item 
De]ct:ed Deleted Correlation Deleted 

115 . 0156 108.8093 . 292 1 . 8962 
115 . 3750 107. 6667 . 3692 .8951 
115.2188 108.1736 . 2760 . 8966 
115 . 2656 105 . 2458 .6181 . 8917 
115 . 3438 105 .4 355 . 5304 . 8927 
115.3281 104.2875 .6583 . 8909 
115 . 3 438 104 . 5784 . 6393 .8912 
11 5.92 19 103. 3748 . 5503 . (;9) 8 
li6.8750 118.6508 - . 4170 . 9Jl 0 

) 115.0156 ]05.7299 .6008 s . 8922 
115 . 4531 102.5692 . 57 i 8 .89l 3 
115.5000 103.3651 .5040 .8927 
115.2969 106.2121 .5353 .8929 
11 5 .1719 106 . 0176 . 494 3 . 8933 
115.4219 104.7875 .5166 . 8926 
11 5 . 6250 107 . 0000 . 3487 .8955 
i15 . 8906 106.5751 . 4372 . 8941 

~ 115.5469 101. 5216 .6680 .8894 
116 . 7500 109.5238 .2686 . 8964 
11 6.2813 108.9355 .1812 .898 6 ,_. 

21 116. 4063 104.9435 .3908 . 8951 
22 117 . 1250 106 . 9048 . 3561 . 8954 -23 117.2031 107 . 5613 . 3836 . 8949 r-

115. 6406 104.2656 .574 3 . 89]7 l=a 
116.1563 101.9117 . 4097 . 8963 

~ 115 . 7188 101 .5704 . 5699 . 8913 
27 116.8906 111.1783 . 06.12 . 8990 
28 116.3906 102.0196 . 6243 . 8903 
29 116.4219 101 . 8986 . 6056 .890 6 

115 . 7969 102 . 9263 . 6278 . 8905 # 

116 . 4 688 101.6498 .5446 . 8919 
116 . 5156 100.8251 . 5951 .8907 

~ 

~i'/!J1&11a'6\ 
bi.lity Coefficients 

:::ases 64.0 N of Items 32 

. 8970 

Page 3 
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TA Freephone 1-800 Agree 
service is reliable in i'.s 

Strongly Agree service 

Group Total 

TA Freephone 1-800 Neut,·al 
service economical t'1an Agree 
other service provider Strongly Agree 

Group Total 
TA Freephone 1-800 Neutral 
service is able to customize Agree 
its service to your nesds Strongly Agree 

Group Total 

• Affec t 

When you use TA Free1)hone Neutral 
1-800 service, '.)OU feel good Agree 

Strongly Agree 

Group Total 
You are very happy to be Neutral 
using TA Freephone 1-800 Agree 
service for 10ur business Strongly Agree 

Group Total 
The overall perforrrence TA Neutral 
Freephone 1-800 service is Agree 
excellent Strongly Agree 

Group Total 

Manufacturino 

Count 

14 

30 

44 

33 
11 
44 

2 

20 
22 
44 

QJ 
~ 
I!! 
-
i""/t,., 

-

Count 

26 
18 
44 

26 
18 
44 

25 

19 
44 

Row% I 
56.0% 

76.9% 

68.8% 

78.6% 

57.9% 
68.8% 
50.0% 

66.7% 
73.3% 
68.8% 

Manufacturin• 
Row% 

66.7% 
75.0% 
68.8% 

68.4% 

81.8% 
68.8% 

64.1% 

86.4% 

68.8% 

--- . 
Kind of business 

Col % Count 

31 .8% 11 

68.2% 9 

100.0% 20 

3 
75.0% 9 

25.0% 8 
100.0% 'I 20 

4.5% 2 
45.5% 10 
50.0% 8 

100.0% 20 

Affect 

Kind of business 

Col% Count 
1 

59.1% 13 

40.9% 6 
100.0% 20 

4 

59.1% 12 

40.9% 4 

100.0% 20 
_j 3 n 

56.8% L 14 

43.2% 3 

100.0% 20 

Service 

Row% 

44.0% 

23.1% 

31.3% 

100.0% 

21.4% 

42.1% 
31.3% 
50.0% 
33.3% 
26.7% 
31.3% 

Service 

Row% 
100.0% 
33.3% 
25.0% 
31.3% 

100.0% 
31.6% 

18.2% 
31.3% 

100.0% 
35.9% 

13.6% 
31 .3% 

Col% 

55.0% 

45.0% 

100.0% 

15.0% 
45.0% 

40.0% 
100.0% 

10.0% 
50.0% 
40.0% 

100.0% 

-c:a 
lnn1 

Col% 
5.0% 

65.0% 
30.0% 

100.0% 
20.0% 
60.0% 

20.0% 
100.0% 

15.0% 
70.0% 

15.0% 
100.0% 

Count 

25 

39 

64 

3 
42 

19 
64 

4 
30 
30 
64 

Count 
1 

39 
24 

64 
4 

38 
22 
64 

3 
39 

22 
64 

1.:;roun 1 ma1 

Row% Col% 

100.0% 39.1% 

100.0% 60.9% 

100.0% 100.0% 

100.0% 4.7% 

100.0% 65.6% 
100.0% 29.7% 

100.0% 100.0% 
100.0% 6.3% 
100.0% 46.9% 
100.0% 46.9% 
100.0% 100.0% 

Grouo Total ·-

Row% Col '1o 
100.0% 1.6% 
100.0% 60.9% 
100.0% 37.5% 
100.0% 100.0% 

100.0% 6.3% 

100.0% 59.4% 
100.0% 34.4% -
100.0% 100.0% 

100.0% 4.7% 

100.0% 60.9% 

100.0% 34.4% -
100.0% 100.0% 

1 ,. 



• Lonauon 

You prefer use TA Freephone Neutral 
1-800 service for your business Agree 
more than you use other 
service provider Strongly Agree 

Group Total 
You are often recommending Neutral 
TA Freephone 1-800 service to Agree 
other business associates Strongly Agree 

Group Total 
You want to try other service Disagree 
;:>rovider Neutral 

Agree 
Strongly Agree 

Group Total 

Count 

I:! 
~t 

28 

16 

44 

20 
17 
7 

44 
26 

18 

44 

\~ 
~~ 

Manufacturin< 

Row% 

70.0% 

76.2% 

68.8% 

69.0% 
68.0% 
70.0% 
68.8% 
92.9% 

69.2% 

68.8% 

Conations 

Kind of business 

Col% Count 

3 

63.6% 12 

36.4% 5 

100.0% 20 

45.5% I 9 
38.6% 8 
15.9% 3 

100.0% 20 

59.1% 2 

40.9% 8 
8 
2 

100.0% 20 

Service 

Row% Col% 
100.0% 15.0% 

30.0% 60.0% 

23.8% 25.0% 

31.3% 100.0% 

31.0% 45.0% 
32.0% 40.0% 
30.0% 15.0% 
31 .3% 100.0% 

7.1% 10.0% 

30.8% 40.0% 
100.0% 40.0% 
100.0% 10.0% 
31.3% 100.0% 

= ~ 
~ 

~* 
Q N tfl I"\\\. .,,~ 

·-
Grouo Total 

Count Row% Cot 'lo 

3 100.0% 4.7% 

40 100.0% 62.5% 

21 100.0% 32.8% 

64 100.0% 100.0% 

29 100.0% 45.3% ·-25 100.0% 39.1% ·-
10 100.0% 15.6% 
64 100.0% 100.0% 
28 100.0% 43.8% 

26 100.0% 40.6% 

8 100.0% 12.5% 

2 100.0% 3.1% 
64 100.0% 100.0% 



• Product 

Product 

Kind of business 

Manufacturin< Service 

Count Row% Col% Count Row% 
Using TA Freephone 1 ·800 Agree 13 52.0% 29.5% 12 48.0% 
service is a requirerr·ent for 

Strongly Agree 
your business 31 79.5% 70.5% 8 20.5% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 

Using TA FreephonE 1-800 i Neutral 9 64.3% 20.5% 5 35.7% 
service is the solutio1 for Agree 15 60.0% 34.1% 10 40.0% 
your problems Strongly Agree 20 80.0% 45.5% 5 20.0% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 

Using TA Freephonc 1-800 Neutral 11 68.8% 25.0% 5 31.3% 
service enhance yoL r Agree 18 75.0% 40.9% 6 25.0% 
business competency Strongly Agree I 15 62.5% 34.1% 9 37.5% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 

Using TA Freephonr~ 1-1100 Neutral 1 100.0% 
service has increasf d your Agree 31 75.6% 70.5% 10 24.4% 
business productivit"! Strongly Agree ' 13 . 59.1% 29.5% 9 40.9% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31 .3% 

Using TA Freephonn 1 ·800 Neutral 2 100.0% 
service is a good pl<,asLrre Agree 21 67.7% 47.7% 10 32.3% 
for your customers Strongly Agree 23 74.2% 52.3% 8 25.8% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31 .3% 

'1N1111'1\\\. 

Grouo Total 

Col% Count Row% 

60.0% 25 100.0% 

40.0% 39 100.0% 

100.0% 64 100.0% 

25.0% 14 100.0% 

50.0% 25 100.0% 

25.0% 25 100.0% 

100.0% 64 100.0% 

25.0% 16 100.0% 

30.0% 24 100.0% 

45.0% 24 100.0% 

100.0% 64 100.0% 

5.0% 1 100.0% 

50.0% 41 100.0% 

45.0% 22 100.0% 

100.0% 64 100.0% 

10.0% 2 100.0% 

50.0% 31 100.0% 

40.0% 31 100.0% 

100.0% 64 100.0% 

Col% 

39.1% 

60.9% 

100.0% 

21.9% 

39.1% 

39.1% 

100.0% 

25.0% 

37.5% 

37.5% 

100.0% 

1.6% 

64.1% 

34.4% 

100.0% 

3.1% 

48.4% 

48.4% 

100.0% 

en· 
~ 

~· 
~ 
C"' .., -· ~ .,,· 
!.'.-· -· er. .., 
5· 
~ 

;J;i. · 
'= . 



• Price 

TA F reephone 1-800 service rate is Neutral 
reasonable price Agree 

Strongly Agree 

Group Total 

Compare service feE:s and quality for Neutral 
TA F reephone 1-800 ser-Jice Agree 
acceptable to your Med Strongly Agree 

Group Total 
At the price shown.I wou ld consider Neutral . 
use TA Freephone 1-800 service Agree 

Strongly Agree 

Group Total 

Price 

Kind of business 

Manufacturing Service 

Count 
2 

26 

16 

44 

8 

26 

10 
44 

14 

30 

44 

\:~ 

~* 

Row% Col% Count Row% Col% 
25.0% 4.5% 6 75.0% 30.0% 

74.3% 59.1% 9 25.7% 45.0% 

76.2% 36.4% 5 23.8% 25.0% 

68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 100.0% 

61.5% 18.2% 5 38.5% 25.0% 

68.4% 59.1% 12 31.6% 60.0% 
76.9% 22.7% 3 23.1% 15.0% 
68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 100.0% 
66.7% 31 .8% 7 33.3% 35 .0% 
76.9% 68.2% 9 23.1% 45.0% 

4 100.0% 20.0% 

68.8% 100.0% 20 31 .3% 100.0% 

¥ 
q N 111 I"\\\. ~t:::, 

Group Total 

Count Row% Col% 
8 100.0% 12.5% 

35 100.0% 54.7% 

21 100.0% 32.8% 

64 100.0% 100.0% 

13 100.0% 20.3% 

38 100.0% 59.4% 

13 100.0% 20.3% 
64 100.0% 100.0% 

21 100.0% 32.8% 

39 100.0% 60.9% 

4 100.0% 6.3% 

64 100.0% 100.0% 



• Place 

Place 

-' ~ ~ 

Kind of business Grouo Total 

ManufacturinQ Service 

Count Row % Col% Count Row % Col% Count Row% Col '% 
You prefer to apply TA Neutral 8 53.3% 18.2% 7 46.7% 35.0% 15 100.0% 23.4% 
Freephone 1-800 se rJice Agree 24 82.8% 54.5% 5 17.2% 25.0% 29 100.0% 45.:3% 
through sales ·-
representatives Strongly Agree 12 60.0% 27.3% 8 40.0% 40.0% 20 100.0% 31.:3% 

-
Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 
You prefer to apply ·r A Strongly Disagree 2 100.0'% 10.0% 2 100.0% 3.\% 
F reephone 1-800 su·1ice Disagree 4 100.0% 9.1 % 4 I 100.0% 

·-
6.:3% 

through call center Neutral 40 69.0% 90.9% 18 31.0% 90.0% 58 100.0% 90.13% -
Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 

If there is internet sNvice to Strongly Disagree 1 100.0% 5.0% 1 100.0% 1.13% 
apply this service. y JU prefer Disagree 2 100.0% 4.5% 2 100.Q% 3 ."1% 

_ .. 
to use it Neutral 25 65.8% 56.8% 13 34.2% 65.0% 38 100.0% 59A% 

l'.\g ree 15 75.0% 34.1 % 5 25.0% 25.0% 20 100.0% 31.:3% 

Strongly Agree 2 66.7% 4.5% 1 33.3% 5.0% 3 100.0% 4.'1% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 



• Promotion 

Promotion 

Kind of business 

Manufacturinc 

Count Row% Col% Count 
The Ad campaigns b r 1 A Disagree 10 83.3% 22.7% 2 
F reephone 1-800 service Neutral 19 65.5% 43.2% 10 
are seem frequently Agree 13 65.0% 29.5% 7 

Strongly Agree 2 66.7% 4.5% 1 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

There are various med:a Strongly Disagree 1 
to provide the information Disagree 26 76.5% 59.1% 8 
about TA Freephono Neutral 15 60.0% 34.1% 10 
1-800 service 

Agree 3 75.0% 6.8% 1 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

TA Freephone 1-801J Strongly Disagree 1 

service has vnrious sa!es Disagree 24 68.6% 54.5% 11 
promotion Neutral 20 71.4% 45.5% 8 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

Service 

Row% Col% Count 
16.7% 10.0% 12 
34.5% 50 .0% 29 
35.0% 35.0% 20 
33.3% 5.0% 3 
31.3% 100.0% 64 

100.0% 5.0% 1 

23.5% 40.0% 34 
40.0% 50.0% 25 
25.0% 5.0% 4 
31.3% 100.0% 64 

100.0% 5.0% 1 

31.4% 55.0% 35 

28.6% 40.0% 28 
31.3% 100.0% 64 

Grouo Total 

Row% 
100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 
100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

·-

Col 1Yo 
18.'3%. 

45.:3% 

31.:3% 

4.'7% 

100.0% 
·-1.1)% 
·-

53.to/o 
·-

39:1% 
6.:3% 

·-
100.0% 

1.•)% ·-
54.'lo/o ·-
43.i3% ·-

100.0% 

. 
" 



• Physical Evidence 

Physical Evidence 

Kind of business Group Total 

Manufacturino Service 

Count Row% Col % Count Row% Col % Count Row % Col% 
TA Freephone 1-800 service name Neutral 10 76.9% 22.7% 3 23.1% 15.0% 13 100.0% 20.3% 
recognition influence your decision in Agree 27 69.2% 61.4% 12 30.8% 60.0% 39 100.0% 60.9% 
using this service Strongly Agree 7 58.3% 15.9% 5 41.7% 25.0% 12 100.0% 18.B% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31 .3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% ·-
There are many site references in TA Strongly Disagree 4 100.0% 20.0% 4 100.0% 6.3% 
Freephone 1-800 se vice Disagree 7 100.0% 35.0% 7 100.0% 10.9% 

Neutral " ~ 9 50.0% 20.5% 9 50.0% 45.0% 18 100.0% 28.1% 

Agree 25 100.0% 56.8% 25 100.0% 39.1% 
·-'--Strongly Agree 

10 100.0% 22.7% - 10 100.0% 15.6% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% ~ 100.0% 

ISO 9002 recognition your decision in Disagree ~ 4 100.0% 9.1 % 4 100.0% 6.3% 
using TA Freephone 1-800 service Neutral !__ 10 71.4% 22.7% 4 28.6% 20.0% 14 100.0% 21.9% 

1 Agree 20 66.7% 45.5% 10 33.3% 50.0% 30 100.0% 46.9% 

Strongly Agree 10 62.5% 22.7% 6 37.5% 30.0% 16 100.0% 25.0% 

Group Total 44 68.8% 100.0% 20 31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 

I 



• Process 

. 

To apply TA F reeph :mo 1-800 service is 
complicated 

Group Total 

TA F reephone 1-80 
solution for you just 
have a problems 

ii service staffs give 

Group Total 
When you need TA 
service information, 
you just in time 

Group Total 

:n time. when you 

Freephone 1-800 
our staff provide for 

~ 

Disagree 

Neutral 

Agree --=v 
~ 

Strongly Disagree 

Disagree 

Neutral • 
Agree 

Strongly Agree 

tJ.""' _ ... 

Strongly Disagree 

Disagree 

Neutral 

Agree 

Strongly Agree 

Process 

Kind of business 

Manufacturino 

Count Row % Col% Count 
15 83.3% 34.1% 3 

29 64.4% 65.9% 16 

1 

44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

1 

7 

22 64.7% 50.0% 12 

20 100.0% 45.5% 

2 100.0% 4.5% 

44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

1 

9 

22 68.8% 50 .0% 10 

20 100.0% 45.5% 

2 100.0% 4.5% 

44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

Group Total 

Service 

Row% Col % Count Row % Col % 
16.7% 15.0% 18 100.0% 28.1% 

35.6% 80.0% 45 100.0% 70.3% 

100.0% 5.0% 1 100.0% 1.6% 

31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 

100.0% 5.0% 1 100.0% 1.6% 

100.0% 35.0% 7 100.0% 10.9% 

35.3% 60.0% 34 100.0% 53.1% 

20 100.0% 31.3% 

._ 2 100.0% 3.1 % 

31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 

100.0% 5.0% 1 100.0% 1.6% 

100.0% 45.0% 9 100.0% 14.1% 

31.3% 50.0% 32 100.0% 50.0% 

20 100.0% 31 .3% 

2 100.0% 3.1% 

31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 
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• People 

-

-Sale representative 
informing you about 
information of TA Fr 
1-800 service 

-
Group Total 

the 
~ephone 

's inform 
')f TA 

Sales representativ 
enough information 
Freephone 1-800 SE 

Group Total 

Sales representative 
knowledgeable in T 
Freephone 1-800 S£ 

Group Total 

rvice 

lSNe 
\ 
rvice 

Disagree 

Neutral 

Agree 

Strongly Agree 

Strongly Disagree 

Disagree 

Neutral 

Agree 

Strongly Agree 

Strongly Disagree 

Disagree 

Neutral 

Agree 

Strongly Agree 

People 

Kind of business 

Manufacturinq 

Count Row% Col% Count 
2 

6 40.0% 13.6% 9 

31 79.5% 70.5% 8 

7 87.5% 15.9% 1 

44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

2 

2 16.7% 4.5% 10 

19 73.1% 43.2% 7 

21 95.5% 47.7% 1 

2 100.0% 4.5% 
44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

3 

2 20.0% 4.5% 8 

21 70.0% 47.7% 9 
19 100.0% 43.2% 

2 100.0% 4.5% 

44 68.8% 100.0% 20 

Grouo Total ·-
Service 

Row% Col% Count Row% Col% 
100.0% 10.0% 2 100.0% 3.1% 

60.0% 45.0% 15 100.0% 23A% 

20.5% 40.0% 39 100.0% 60.!3% 
·-

12.5% 5.0% 8 100.0% 12.!)% 

31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 

100.0% 10.0% 2 100.0% 3. '1% 

83.3% 50.0% 12 100.0% 18.13% 
26.9% 35.0% 26 100.0% 40.G% 

4.5% 5.0% 22 100.0% 34A% 

2 100.0% 3.1% 
31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 

100.0% 15.0% 3 100.0% 4.7% 
80.0% 40.0% 10 100.0% 15.13% 

30.0% 45.0% 30 100.0% 46.H% 

19 100.0% 29.1% 

2 100.0% 3.1% 
·-

31.3% 100.0% 64 100.0% 100.0% 
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